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ABSTRACT
In vitro models that capture the complexity of human tissue and organ behaviors in a scalable and easy-
to-use format are of increasing interest for both technological applications in drug development and in
basic biology research. Tissues and organs are perfused continuously with blood, which delivers
nutrients, oxygen, and macromolecular regulatory molecules. In vitro culture models that incorporate
local microperfusion in a format that allows accesses to cells and their microenvironment are desirable
to a broad research community. This thesis describes a platform that features an array of bioreactors
that foster three dimensional tissue organization under continuous perfusion. Each bioreactor contains
a scaffold that supports formation of hundreds of 3D microscale tissue units. Perfusion through the
tissue is achieved using integrated pneumatic diaphragm micropumps. Pumps continuously circulate
cell culture medium within each of the fluidically isolated bioreactors in the array. Pulsatile flow from
the pumps is filtered using integrated fluidic capacitors such that the flow rate through the scaffold is
constant. The format of the device mimics the familiar multiwell tissue culture plate and is easily
integrated into existing laboratory facilities.
One desirable feature for both parsing metabolic function and assessing response to treatments is a real
time read out of oxygen tension at key points in the bioreactor. Such added dimension of real time
measurement significantly enhances the value of a cue-response experiment such as a liver drug
toxicology study. The thesis describes optical oxygen sensors that measure the florescence decay time
of a ruthenium complex, which varies predictably in different oxygen environments. The sensors excite
a layer of ruthenium glued to the end of an optical fiber using a stochastic signal from a light emitting
diode (LED). The response is then measured on a photodiode. System identification techniques are
used to determine the relevant time constants which are subsequently converted to oxygen
measurements. Application to real time monitoring of liver tissue function is used for illustration of the
utility of the measurements.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In vitro models that capture the complexity of human tissue and organ behaviors in a scalable and easy-
to-use format are of increasing interest for both technological applications in drug development and in
basic biology research'. Tissues and organs are perfused continuously with blood, which delivers
nutrients, oxygen, and macromolecular regulatory molecules. In liver, many biological responses arise
from complex interactions between different cell types and vary with position along the capillary bed .
Microfluidic platforms that recapitulate the physiological cellular microenvironment of the hepatic
capillary bed, with perfusion flow that allows development of physiological oxygen gradients, may be
useful in understanding liver toxicity, disease, inflammation, and drug metabolism4 15 . In vitro culture
models that foster local microperfusion with a format that allows accesses to cells and their
microenvironment are desirable to a broad research community.
This thesis describes a platform technology that has been developed for studying liver tissue in-vitro.
There are several factors that have guided the development of the technology- The first is the desire to
create a system that is robust and easy to use. The second is to maximize the function of tissue in the
system and the final goal is to make the system amenable to biological interrogation - with the intent of
gathering a maximal amount of information from each experiment. The thesis is broken into three
primary sections based on the above focus areas. The first section describes the mechanical
development of the device with a focus on the pumping system and auxiliary systems. The second
section addresses how the system has been designed to optimize the oxygen environment to provide
ideal culture conditions for liver. The final section describes sensors that can be used to continuously
monitor tissue activity in the device by measuring oxygen concentration.
The first portion of the thesis describes a platform that features an array of bioreactors that foster three
dimensional tissue organization under continuous perfusion. Although many types of perfusion
bioreactors for 3D culture have been developed, they are generally limited in throughput and often
complicated to use. The approach here adapts 3D models to an easy-to-use, multiwell plate format
suitable for higher throughput applications. Ease of use is achieved by designing the bioreactors as an
array of open wells covered by a conventional tissue culture lid and by employing docking stations that
facilitate handling the perfused multiwell plates. Each bioreactor contains a scaffold that supports
formation of hundreds of 3D microscale tissue units. Perfusion through the tissue is achieved using
integrated pneumatic diaphragm micropumps. Pulsatile flow from the pumps is filtered using integrated
fluidic capacitors such that the flow rate through the scaffold is constant. Pneumatic actuation was
selected because it offers significant advantages for operation inside humidified CO2 incubators
maintained at 37 *C, a harsh environment for electrically driven micropumps. Pneumatic actuation
permits the necessary electronic timing components to be kept outside the incubator. This
arrangement can make perfused multiwell plates inexpensive or even disposable if mass-produced.
Additionally, life science research laboratories in academia and industry typically have distributed
outlets for vacuum and compressed air which makes sources for pneumatic actuation readily available.
The format of the device mimics the familiar multiwell tissue culture plate. Three dimensional tissue
cultures in the perfused multiwell system are initiated by pipetting a cell suspension directly onto
extracellular matrix (ECM)-coated scaffolds. Microscale perfusion is started immediately after seeding
to control the local oxygen concentration and biomechanical stimuli (i.e., shear stress) during the critical
time period of tissue formation. This arrangement addresses some of the issues that have been
reported in microscale perfusion systems such as seeding efficiencies and local control of oxygen during
the initial static incubation required for cell attachment6 19.
Oxygen is a key regulator of cell survival and function and thus, its level in cell culture medium must be
adequately controlled. One area of focus was to develop a model of oxygen transport and reaction in
the system and used it to predict oxygen concentration gradients across the tissue and profiles in the
bioreactor as a function of system parameters (e.g., flow rate, flow direction, and medium volume).
Oxygen concentration at various points in the bioreactor is also a valuable indicator for cellular
metabolism and ultimately cell health. One desirable feature for both parsing metabolic function and
assessing response to treatments is a real time read out of oxygen tension at key points in the
bioreactor. Such added dimension of real time measurement significantly enhances the value of a cue-
response experiment such as a liver drug toxicology study.
There is a growing recognition for the value of online monitoring of cell culture environments,
particularly in perfused cell culture 20. Optical sensors whose emission characteristics are predictably
influenced by the surrounding environment have received a large amount of attention over the past
decade 2 0 27 . These sensors can provide a non-invasive, cost effective means for continuous monitoring
of key culture conditions including oxygen, CO2, and pH2 . Oxygen concentration can be measured by
examination of the florescent intensity or decay time of an excited ruthenium complex. Significant
advances have been made in development of mechanically and chemically stable materials28' 29, but
relatively few developments have been made in the sensing techniques used for measurement.
Currently three measurement techniques are employed. The first is to measure the total emission
intensity for a given excitation signal22'24-27. This method suffers from signal drift, is particularly sensitive
to the intensity of excitation and requires frequent re-calibration. The second method is to measure the
phase lag between a sinusoidal reference signal and the response signal3 ' '". This method is problematic
because it assumes that the florescence decay exactly fits a first order exponential decay and only
measures phase at a single frequency3 2 . The final method is to excite the material with an impulse from
a laser or a light emitting diode (LED) and to measure the response 20, 33-3s. This method is able to
identify the time response to an impulse, but is subject to noise and averaging multiple signals (to
reduce noise) can be a slow process. This thesis describes an alternative approach where sensors excite
a layer of ruthenium using a stochastic signal from a (LED). The response is then measured on a
photodiode. System identification techniques are used to determine the relevant time constants which
are subsequently converted to oxygen measurements. This stochastic method offers several advantages
including insensitivity to the intensity of the excitation source, robustness to noise and fast
measurement durations.
Coupling of real-time oxygen sensors with a three dimensional perfused model for liver presents a novel
culture platform that advances the state of the art for liver research and provides a method for
investigating liver related drug toxicities, a major challenge for the pharmaceutical industry.
Furthermore, the techniques of measuring florescence lifetime using stochastic excitation signals could
provide value for continuous sensing of a wide range of environmental and cellular conditions.
2. BIOREACTOR DESIGN
2.1 Concept of multiwell bioreactor systems
The bioreactor provides a culture environment that mimics the in-vivo liver by fostering formation of
three-dimensional tissue structures resembling the liver sinusoid. Like the sinusoid, tissue contained in
the bioreactor is continually perfused with culture medium. The core of the device is a scaffold (Figure
2.1a) containing a matrix of 3-D liver tissue units that support cell attachment and 3D tissue formation.
Culture medium is continually circulated by pneumatic micropumps that are integrated into each well
(Figure 2.1b). To enable throughput as well as integration into existing automated cell culture
paradigms, the device was designed to mimic the format of a multi-well plate. Open wells facilitate cell
seeding, reagent sampling and addition, insertion and removal of scaffolds and oxygen exchange with
the environment. Each plate houses 12 isolated bioreactors so multiple conditions can be run in parallel
(Fig 2.1c). The 18-mm spacing between bioreactor centers matches the spacing interval of a 96-well
plate (9-mm), enabling the use of multi-channel pipettes.
human rat
Figure 2.1: A live-dead (green-red) stain of human and rat hepatocytes cultured in the scaffold alongside
a schematic cross section (1A). The scaffold resides within a well of the bioreactor (1B), and there are 12
isolated 3-D perfused bioreactors on each culture plate (1C)
Tissue is formed by seeding a suspension of liver cells into a reactor well; the cells adhere to the scaffold
contained in the well and form tissue-like structures under continuous perfusion. The bioreactor is
housed in a standard incubator and a docking mechanism within the incubator actuates the integrated
micropumps. Nine generations of functional multi-well bioreactors have been fabricated and the basic
design features of each system are detailed in Appendix A.1.
A scaffold is used to support the 3-D organization of cells. The composition, architecture, and
mechanical properties of the scaffold work together to dictate tissue morphogenesis and continued
evolution of tissue function. The basic design of the scaffold, figure 2.2, has remained constant
throughout several generations of bioreactors11 ' 12, 15, 36. Briefly, it is a thin wafer with a number of
channels (typically 40 to 1,000 depending on design) spanning the wafer. The thickness of the wafer
(between 230 and 250 im) sets the depth of the channel to around 10 cell diameters. The scaffold is
coated with extracellular matrix (Collagen Type I, PN: 354236, BD Biosciences, Bedford, MA) and cells
attach to the inside walls of the channel. The cross-section of the channel is typically round or
rectangular with an area of roughly 0.09 square mm. Each channel holds a 'unit' of tissue, and thus the
total amount of tissue in a reactor is easily scaled by the number of channels.
Figure 2.2: (a) The scaffold with no cells and (b) the scaffold with human tissue
A 5 ptm pore size filter is placed below the scaffold to capture the cells within the channel immediately
following seeding (Durapore, SVLP09050, Millipore, Billerica, MA). A filter support is integrated into the
bottom of the reactor well, and the entire assembly is held in place by a retaining ring. Typically 1,000
cells are seeded into the bioreactor per channel in the scaffold, and 0.625 pg of tissue (~625 cells) is
retained in the channel throughout the duration of an experiment. The scaffold is fabricated by drilling
or milling holes in a thin sheet of polystyrene.
A micropump is embedded in each well of the bioreactor so that all bioreactors have self-contained
fluidic systems. The pumps are positive displacement with a constant stroke volume set by design. The
pulsatile nature of flow exiting the pump is filtered by a fluidic capacitor to produce a constant flow
stream at the tissue. The pumps are pneumatically actuated in parallel by a control system that is
housed outside the incubator. Pumps, capacitors and auxiliary systems are described in Sections 2.2, 2.3
and 2.4 respectively.
2.2 Pump
The bi-directional micropump features a clamshell-like pump chamber, two active valves and a fluidic
capacitor. The contoured shape of the pump chamber used in combination with a thin, flexible
membrane reduces actuation pressure requirements and leads to a constant stroke volume. A relatively
large stroke volume allows for a high compression ratio and results in a pump that is self-priming and
bubble-tolerant. The pump was fabricated by standard CNC machining but is readily amenable to other
fabrication and replication techniques such as laser machining37 or micromolding38 ' 39.
2.2.1 Pump Function
A schematic cross-section of the pumping system is illustrated in figure 2.3. The system consists of a
pump chamber, two active valves, and a fluidic capacitor. The pump was made by sandwiching a thin
(~25 pim), flexible polyurethane membrane between two plates. The top (fluidic) plate contains the top
half of the pump chamber, valve seats, and fluidic channels. The bottom (pneumatic) plate contains the
bottom half of the pump chamber, the valves, and connections to the pneumatic lines. The membrane
provides a partition between the sterile top plate (containing the cell cultures) and the non-sterile
bottom plate (containing the pneumatics). Sealing pressure between the plates was maximized by using
narrow bosses in the pneumatic plate around the pump features. Also, a very thin membrane was used
to minimize membrane penetration into the pump features. Dowell pins ensure proper alignment of
the pump features.




Figure 2.3: Schematic cross-section of the pumping system.
Air pressure drives the pumps by actuating the membrane. A valve is opened when negative air
pressure pulls the membrane towards the pneumatic plate. Positive air pressure closes the valve by
pressing the membrane against the valve seat in the fluidic plate. The pump chamber fills when
negative pressure is applied to the membrane, and drains in response to positive air pressure. Fluid is
pumped by opening the inlet valve, filling the pump chamber, reversing the state of the valves and
draining the pump chamber. Movement of the membrane between the rigid surfaces of the pump
chamber sets the stroke volume. At least one valve is closed at all times to prevent backflow when
pumping against a head pressure. The pumping sequence, shown in figure 2.4, can be run in the
forward or reverse direction.
phase 1: open inlet valve
phase 2: fill pump chamber
phase 3: close inlet valve
phase 4: open outlet valve
phase 5: drain pump chambE
phase 6: close outlet valve
Figure 2.4: Schematic cross-sections and top view photographs of the valves and pump chamber
illustrating the pump cycle.
A model of the pump that highlights features made in the top and bottom plates is shown in figure 2.5.
The pump chamber has a 1.5 x 1.9 mm footprint and a 1.58 mm radius of curvature. The combined
volume of the top and bottom halves of the pump chamber is 0.5 tL. (These dimensions apply to the
newest versions of the bioreactor (version H & I) which utilize a scaffold with 300 channels. The pumps
in reactors with larger tissue capacity (reactor version A - G) have a footprint of 1.5 x 3 mm and 0.92 pL
volume). The valves have a 1.5 mm circular footprint and are 0.3 mm deep with a flat bottom. The
fluidic channels have a 0.4 x 0.4 mm D-shaped cross-section. Between each pump feature, a short
section of channel is connected with angled drill holes (riot shown). This ensures that the membrane










Figure 2.5: A 3D model of the pump elements. Only the volumes filled with fluid (blue) or air (grey) are
shown. Both the top (a) and bottom half (b) of the pump features are presented.
In order to maintain a set flow rate, it is essential that a constant volume of fluid is pumped during each
cycle. To achieve this goal, actuation pressures are chosen to greatly exceed the expected head
pressure (discussed in the following sections). Constant stroke volume is ensured by the contoured
surfaces of the pump chamber that limit the maximum deflection of the membrane. Additionally, the
fluidic channel was cut across the length of the pump chamber. This prevents the flexible membrane
from throttling or closing the outlet of the pump chamber before all fluid is ejected, alleviating problems
of valve leakage. Similarly, a small channel in the bottom plate ensures the membrane does not
prematurely seal off the pneumatic input when vacuum is applied. These channels significantly
improve pump consistency and performance. Because of the large pump stroke volume, these pumps
are self priming and bubble tolerant. The tapered ends of the fluidic channels also reduce the possibility
of bubble entrapment. The bubble clearing capability of the pump is demonstrated by a sequence of




Figure 2.6: The clearance of air bubbles through one complete cycle of the pump. In the first image, the
pump is filled with a air bubbles (a). The pump chamber is drained and the bubbles are ejected (b) and
the chamber is refilled with fluid (c).
2.2.2 Pump Model
The volume V of a pump chamber with a round footprint is given by the equation for a spherical cap:
= 16rp - (8rp+ p W21, (2.1)
where rp is the radius of curvature and w is the diameter of the cap. Since the pump chamber has an
obround footprint, its volume increases by:
(I - w) sin- 1  - 4r - w2] (2.2)
where w is now the width of the cap and / is the length of the chamber. The additional length term
accounts for the middle section between the semi-circular ends.
For a circular chamber, the balance of forces shown in figure 2.7 between pressure P, which acts on the
projected area of the chamber, and membrane tension, acting around the circumference of the
chamber is:
P[n(w/2)2] = U(7rwt), (2.3)
where w is the width of the chamber, t is the membrane thickness and o- is the component of
membrane tensile stress acting normal to a flat membrane. This component of tensile stress can be
found using:
0-n = sino = 2 ,' (2.4)
where r is the radius of curvature of the membrane and - is tensile stress in the membrane. This leads
to:
P 2t (2.5)
which is analogous to the Young-Laplace equation for pressure inside a spherical droplet where tensile
stress in the membrane, the product of ot, represents surface tension.
Figure 2.7: A balance of forces between pressure acting on the circular area of the membrane and
tension in the membrane acting around the circumference of the membrane.
Sigma is the product of strain sand the Young's Modulus E (cr= eE). Strain is calculated using:
- r . w1
si lf- 2r
1j w (2r ' (2.6)
where /I is the width of the chamber (w) and If is the length of the chamber surface (the arc length of the
membrane). Using (2.5) and (2.6), a relationship between pressure and membrane deflection is found:
p = i n1 -- W (2.7)
A Young's Modulus of 15 MPa was measured for the membrane in the described system. Because a thin,
flexible membrane is used, only tension is considered, and moment, shear and compression are all
neglected.
According to (2.7), in order to deflect a 1.5 mm diameter round membrane to a radius of curvature of
1.58 mm, the pressure differential across the membrane must be approximately 20 kPa. For an obround
chamber, strain across the long axis is less than across the short axis. The strain along this axis is given
by:
wl = sin - = s , (2.8)
where / is the length of the chamber. Estimates for the obround, 3 x 1.5 mm, chamber suggest the
minimum actuation pressure drops to approximately 12 kPa. For a 3 x 1.9 mm obround chamber, the
actuation pressure should be roughly 16 kPa.
2.2.3 Pump Characterization
Flow from the pump is independent of pneumatic pressure and head pressure within certain limits.
Outside these limits, the stroke volume is not set by the size of the pump chamber. The operating range
of the pump is the subject of this section. Characterization was performed on the bioreactor version
with a pump chamber volume (stroke volume) of 0.92 pL.
Durability
To test the durability of the pump and polyurethane membrane, a system was assembled and operated
continuously for six months at a flow rate of 0.2 mL min' (~3.6 Hz). Eight bioreactors were filled with
fluid (but without cells) and four were empty (dry). The test was performed on the bench, but identical
results could be expected inside the incubator. None of the valves or pumps leaked or failed after the
nearly 60 million cycles of the stress test. This demonstrates the suitability of the pumping system for
long-term perfusion culture and shows that the presence or absence of fluid and cells in one well does
not affect the operation of adjacent wells on the plate. Therefore, the bioreactor system is amenable to
a timecourse experiment where individual wells are terminated at various times.
Pneumatic pressure
The minimum pneumatic pressure required to fully actuate the membrane was determined at a cycle
frequency of 5 Hz. This frequency allowed sufficient time for the membrane to actuate. Equal positive
and negative pressures were used. A small glass capillary was connected to the exit of the pump,
bypassing the capacitor. The capillary was mounted on a ruler and the position of fluid in the capillary
before and after 50 pump cycles was measured. The difference in positions was used to determine a
fluid volume. Volume measurements, normalized to the number of cycles, are plotted in figure 2.8.
When sufficient pressure was applied, the measured stroke volume was 0.95 pL. This value is very close
to the calculated volume of the pump chamber (0.92 pL). Differences in pump chamber volume could
be explained by accuracy limitations in the fabrication process or deflection of the membrane into the
pneumatic and fluidic channels that span the pump chamber. As predicted by the model, the pneumatic
pressure required to fully actuate the membrane was between 12 and 20 kPa.
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Figure 2.8: Stroke volume in relation to actuation pressure. The pump was driven at 5 Hz.
Phase timing
There are six phases in a cycle of the pump. Complete execution of each phase requires a minimum
amount of time and that time was measured. The time required for each cycle was determined by
setting the controller to allow excess time for five of the six phases, and the time for the remaining
phase was varied. Flow was measured using the methods described previously. The results for draining
the pump chamber are shown in figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9: Volume of fluid ejected from the pump chamber during phase five of the pumping cycle for
various pneumatic pressures.
It can be seen that volume of fluid ejected from the pump chamber increases with time, then plateaus
once the entire volume of the pump chamber has been ejected. For a given pneumatic pressure the
minimum time for complete actuation of a pump cycle is defined by the inflection point at the plateau.
The slopes of these curves represent flow rates from the pump. The highest actuation pressures drove
fluid at the fastest rates.
Figure 2.10 shows the time required to fill the pump chamber. As seen in both figure 2.9 and 2.10, the
pump response changed only minimally when pneumatic pressure was increased from 30 to 50 kPa. As
a result, positive and negative 40 kPa were selected as optimal pneumatic actuation pressures.
The minimum time required for complete actuation of the valves was found in a similar manner. The
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Figure 2.10: Volume of fluid filling the pump chamber during phase 2 of the pump cycle.
Table 2.1: Times required to complete each phase of the pump cycle at an actuation pressure of 40 kPa.
These times result in maximum frequency of 85 Hz. When times were set for lower frequencies, phase 1
& 4 were allotted 33% of the total cycle time, phase 2 & 5 used 11% and 3 & 6 used 6%.
Minimum Time
Step 1: Open Inlet Valve 0.4 ms
Step 2: Fill Pump Chamber 3.7 ms
Step 3: Close Inlet Valve 1.4 ms
Step 4: Open Outlet Valve 0.4 ms
Step 5: Drain Pump Chamber 4.5 ms
Step 6: Close Outlet Valve 1.4 ms
Head Pressure
The relationship between flow and head pressure was investigated. The height of a horizontally
mounted capillary was adjusted relative to the pump in order to achieve the desired head pressures.
Flow was measured across a range of frequencies for head pressures ranging from 0 to 25 kPa. The
results are shown in figure 2.11.
The initial linear slope of this figure signifies a constant stroke volume. Declining flow rates signify that
the membrane is no longer conforming to the rigid walls of the chamber and the pump is sensitive to
changes in pneumatic and head pressure. Therefore, it is desirable to operate the pumps in the linear
region. At 85 Hz the pump achieves 5 mL/min against zero head. Against a head pressure of 25 kPa, the
pump can achieve 2.6 mL/min at 50 Hz. At the lower frequencies, variations in head pressure do not
affect the performance of the pump.
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Figure 2.11: Flow rate as a function of frequency and head pressure for a pneumatic pressure of 40 kPa.
In typical bioreactor operation, the pump frequency is below 4 Hz (0.2 mL min-), well within the flow
rate thresholds observed here. The hydraulic permeability of the 0.11 mm thick filter is 0.735 mm s1
kPa 1 (SVLP09050, Millipore Corp., Bedford MA)". The filter is the dominant source of fluidic resistance,
and under normal operation creates a head pressure of 50 Pa, over three orders of magnitude below
maximal achievable pressure. Although head pressure in the system is expected to rise over time as a
result of cell debris clogging the filter, increases in pressure of this magnitude are generally undesirable
and clogged filters should be replaced before these pressure levels are reached.
2.3 Capacitor
A consequence of designing the pump to operate robustly against an uncertain head pressure is that
high actuation pressures generate sharp pulses of flow at the pump exit. A fluidic capacitor converts
pulsatile flow from the pump into continuous flow. A representative volume output from one pump
cycle is schematically illustrated in figure 2.12. It can be seen that flow occurs in bursts during certain
phases and is zero or negative during other phases. To filter out the pulses and achieve an
approximately constant flow, the pump is equipped with a fluidic capacitor.
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Figure 2.12: Volume output from the pump through one pumping cycle is plotted versus time. Numbers
indicate phases of the pump cycle from figure 2.4. Fluid flow in phase five is the result of draining the
pump chamber. The smaller volume change in phase 6 and 4 represents draining and filling the exit
valve.
The fluidic capacitor is created by allowing a section of the membrane (between the pumps and tissue)
to flex. Models for assessing capacitor designs were developed and a parameter indicating capacitor
performance was established.
2.3.1 Capacitor Operation
The main components of the fluidic capacitor shown in figure 2.13 are a flexible membrane and a fluidic
resistance supplied by a filter. When flow is directed into the capacitor from the pump, there is an
increase in fluid pressure within the capacitor which deflects the membrane downward. The capacitor is
able to absorb incremental pulses of fluid while maintaining a constant pressure in the chamber. Since
it is the fluid pressure in the chamber that drives flow through the resistance, the flow through the filter
is approximately constant. Because the membrane can deflect up or down, a capacitor situated
between the cells and the pump will filter flow pulses regardless of the direction of flow.
Palm (a) Palm (b)
$ pump *
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Figure 2.13: A two-capacitor system filters flow pulses both entering (a) and leaving (b) the pump. In (a),
lower than atmospheric pressure draws fluid through the fluidic resistor, and in (b) elevated pressures
drive flow through the resistor. The bioreactor uses a single capacitor between the pump and scaffold.
2.3.2 Capacitor Model
Fluidic capacitance describes how volume in the capacitor changes in response to fluid pressure:
C = V (2.9)dP
Fluidic capacitance can be provided with a number of physical devices that can be linear or nonlinear.
Examples of linear elements include an open-top reservoir or a closed reservoir with a spring-loaded
piston. For membrane capacitors with a high Young's Modulus, capacitance can be modeled as a
constant acknowledging the fact that deflection is typically less than the membrane thickness 40 .
Examples of nonlinear capacitors include an air bubble inside a closed chamber or flow channels with
elastic walls41 . Linear fluidic capacitors are easier to characterize but can be difficult to integrate into a
microfluidic system. In contrast, nonlinear capacitors can be easy to implement and can be effective
over a larger range of operating conditions. Models for membrane capacitors have been developed;
however, they do not account for the actual geometry of the deflected membrane41 4 3. The following
model accounts for the nonlinear relationship between fluid pressure and the geometry of the deflected
membrane and for this reason is a more accurate predictor of performance.
The described pump and valves use a thin, flexible membrane. For this reason, it was advantageous to
employ the same membrane in the capacitor design. For the described circular capacitor, V and P are
defined by (2.1) and (2.7), respectively. Both of these equations are based the assumption that the
deflected membrane forms a spherically curved surface.
By taking the derivative of (2.1) and (2.7), capacitance is found in terms of the radius of curvature of the
membrane:
8r 2 -w -4r 4r 2-W 2C = . (2.10
4E\ 2r- 14r2-wz (2.10)
Ideally, an equation describing capacitance in terms of pressure should be found; however, since r is not
readily described as a function of P, this direct equation was not found. Instead, capacitance and
pressure values across a range of radii were calculated and plotted for several capacitor diameters. As
can be seen in figure 2.14, this capacitor is nonlinear. It is important to mention that pressure shown in
this figure is the pressure difference across the capacitor membrane.
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Figure 2.14: Capacitance versus pressure for capacitors of different diameters.
Pressure was calculated by multiplying average flow rate by the fluid resistance of the filter. A value for
capacitance was found using this pressure. If there is another significant contributor to fluid pressure,
such as hydrostatic pressure, this will cause capacitance values to drop and the following calculations
will need to be adjusted. More importantly, if air pressure below the membrane is tuned to match fluid
pressure, the pressure difference across the membrane will decrease and capacitance will increase.
The closer the membrane is maintained near the neutral (flat) position, by tuning air pressure under the
membrane to match fluid pressure, the higher values for capacitance will be. The willingness of a flat
membrane to deflect under a small pressure (i.e., the large capacitance) is the result of the geometries
involved. When the membrane is initially flat, only a small amount of deflection will result in a sizeable
change in capacitor volume. As the capacitor is loaded, increasingly larger amounts of membrane strain
are required to increase volume in the capacitor region. For example, a very small amount of deflection
in terms of membrane strain, 0.04% strain along the centerline of a 10 mm capacitor, will hold a
relatively large volume, 5 tL. This small amount of strain requires a small pressure differential, 0.0033
kPa, and thus capacitance is large. When the capacitor is initially loaded with 20 pt, an increase in
membrane strain from 0.7% to 1.1% is required to deflect the membrane enough to accommodate an
additional 5 pL. This requires an increase in pressure from 0.21 kPa to 0.4 kPa and thus capacitance is
much lower. Ten times more strain and over 50 times more pressure are required to deflect the pre-
loaded capacitor membrane. Since capacitance is change in volume per change in pressure, this
increase represents an order of magnitude decrease in capacitance. If it is feasible to maintain an air
pressure below the capacitor membrane that keeps the membrane relatively flat, performance of the
capacitor will be significantly increased.
It is useful to briefly discuss other potential capacitor designs. Based on the above discussion it is
reasonable to assume that trapping a volume of air below the capacitor membrane would increase
capacitance by keeping the membrane closer to the neutral position, but unfortunately this design will
have unintended consequences. Trapping an air bubble underneath the membrane is analogous to
connecting two capacitors in series, thus the combined capacitance will always be lower than the lowest
of the two individual capacitances. Therefore this approach is only valuable if the capacitance of the
trapped air is some amount higher than the capacitance of the deflected membrane (assuming the
bubble keeps the membrane perfectly flat such that membrane capacitance goes to infinity, the trapped
air capacitance simply needs to be higher than the deflected membrane capacitance).
Based on the ideal gas law, the equation for capacitance is
C = (2.11)P7
and the capacitance of a volume of air that fills the space below the capacitor (roughly 500 tL) results in
a capacitance of 5 ptL kPa 1. Since this capacitance is lower than the capacitance of the flexible
membrane, the addition of the trapped air capacitor will lower the combined capacitance below either
of the two capacitors individually. In order for this method to be valuable, the total volume would need
to reach at least around 2 mL (capacitance of 20 pL kPa').
A final option for potential capacitor designs would be an open top chimney extending up from the
fluidic channel between the pump and the scaffold. The capacitance for this linear capacitor is
C = A, (2.12)
p9
where A is the cross sectional area of the chimney. A modest chimney with cross section diameter of
0.8 mm would result in a capacitance of 50 pl kPa'. Although this capacitance is sufficient to filter flow
pulses, the height of the chimney is set by the head pressure at the pump. Initially with a debris free
filter, the head pressure (50 Pa) only requires the chimney to extend 5 mm above the surface of the
fluid. However, if the filter becomes clogged with debris, it is easy to envision that the chimney would
soon overflow and flow would bypass the scaffold.
The time constant i-is capacitance times the fluidic resistance of the filter R, 10 kPa/(mL/s):
- = RC. (2.13)
The time constant indicates how long it takes a system to respond to an input. If the input is a volume
of fluid ejected from the pump into the capacitor, the time constant indicates how long before 63% of
this fluid is sent from the capacitor through the fluidic resistor at the system exit. When a capacitor is
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used to filter fluctuations in a signal, the time constant should be longer than the period of the longest
signal the capacitor is expected to filter. For the described system, the time constant should be longer
than the time to pump one cycle.
As flow rate increases, fluid pressure rises. Consequently, the time constant and performance of the
capacitor decrease. With higher flows, the cycle time of the pump t, also decreases. A flow pattern with
a shorter cycle time is easier to stabilize because there is less time with no flow between pump strokes.
Taking the ratio of -/ t, allows a comparison between the ability of the system to filter flow pulses and
the signal that the system is expected to filter. Figure 2.15 shows calculated values for r/ te for several
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Figure 2.15: Ratio of time constant to cycle time of the pump plotted in log scale across a range of flow
rates for several capacitor diameters.
The time constant ratio is dependent on a large number of parameters. A relationship between these
parameters was found from the model. Each parameter was varied across a large range and power law
regression was used to make correlations between different variables and r/ t. An equation was found
to estimate this ratio describing flow stability:
VTt1o3e33 (QR)0.3 3  (.4
=~ 0.037 w , (2.14)
tcycle Vstroke Et
where Q is the flow rate, R is the fluidic resistance at the capacitor outlet, Vstroke is the stroke volume, E is
the Young's Modulus of the membrane, t is the membrane thickness and w is the capacitor diameter.
For time constant ratios that are relatively close to 1, (2.14) closely estimates the direct calculations
from the model. More importantly, (2.14) shows the relative influence of each parameter on - / te, and
is a useful tool when designing a pump system for continuous flow applications.
From this equation it can be seen that the diameter of the capacitor has the strongest effect on flow
stabilization. The volume of the pump chamber also plays an important role. Flow stability is inversely
proportional to the stroke volume. The remaining parameters (Q, R, E t) impact performance to a lesser
extent. This is because when varied they both positively and negatively impact flow stability. For
example, when a higher resistance is used to increase the time constant (2.13) and thus increase flow
stability, pressure inside the capacitor increases and capacitance is reduced, lowering flow stability. The
combined result is only a slight increase in flow stability.
Similarly, when overall flow rate is decreased, the effects on flow stability are both positive and
negative. In the described system, the cycle time of the pump must increase in order to reduce overall
flow rates. This results in a flow pattern that is more difficult to filter. Coupled with this increase in
cycle time is a decrease of pressure in the capacitor region. This reduced pressure positively impacts the
performance of the capacitor and partially offsets the negative influence of the increased cycle time. In
a study by Yang et. al.42  , the effects of average flow and signal frequency were characterized using a
system where these two parameters were separable. The results showed that increasing average flow
negatively impacts capacitor performance while increasing frequency positively impacts performance.
Since flow rate and frequency are coupled when using a reciprocating pump, increased flow will result in
only a small net improvement in flow stability,
Flow from the capacitor was modeled using MATLAB. A flow pattern from the pump to the capacitor
was constructed using the phases of the pump and the volume of the pump chamber and valves. Flow
output at incremental time points was computed based on the input flow pattern. After starting the
pump it takes a number of cycles to charge the capacitor. These cycles were not the subject of the
simulation. Instead, it focused on operation of the fully charged capacitor.
The simulation begins by estimating the volume of the fully charged capacitor. Using (2.1), the radius of
curvature of the membrane is found from this volume. From this radius, the pressure in the capacitor is
determined using (2.7). This pressure drives flow through a fluidic resistor at the capacitor exit. Once
flows exiting and entering the capacitor are known, a capacitor volume is found for the next time point
and the process repeats. The volume of fluid exiting the capacitor is found by integrating flow over
time. Comparisons between the model and measured data are shown in the next section.
For a simpler estimation of the flow pattern exiting the capacitor it is also relatively easy to linearize the
capacitor model around the average (or maximal) pressure and to generate flows using the single
capacitance value.
2.3.3 Capacitor Characterization
Volume of fluid in the capacitor was measured in response to fluid pressures ranging from negative to
positive 6 kPa. In these measurements, a capillary was attached to the exit of the capacitor and the
valves in the pump were closed. The capillary was raised or lowered to generate hydrostatic pressure in
the capacitor and the corresponding volume was recorded. The results are plotted in figure 2.16 and
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Figure 2.16: Volume displacement of the capacitor versus fluid pressure is compared against the model.
Capacitors of two diameters (5 and 10 mm) were measured and modeled.
Fluidic capacitance was calculated from the measured data using central differences. Figure 2.17
compares measured capacitance with the model and shows good agreement especially at higher
pressures. At lower pressures, the model underestimates capacitance. These discrepancies can be
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Figure 2.17: Capacitance measurements compared with the model.
In order to measure performance of the capacitor, fluid was pumped through a capillary and a high-
speed video camera was used to track the end position of the fluid. A comparison was made between
two different capacitor diameters (5 and 10 mm) and no capacitor. The high-speed video camera
(Phantom V7.1, Vision Research, Wayne, NJ) was programmed to image at millisecond increments.
Using MATLAB, the end position was tracked and converted into a volume. Since the two capacitors
were attached to pumps with slightly different pump chamber volumes (1.17 and 1.08 pLL), volume
measured from the larger pump chamber was scaled by 0.9 in order to facilitate the comparison of
capacitors. The capillary was also attached directly to the pump exit in order to measure a system with
no capacitor. Figure 2.18 compares the model with experimental results.
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Figure 2.18: Comparison of measured capacitor performance to the capacitor model for a flow rate of
0.05 mL/min. The time constant ratio, estimated using 2.14, is show for the two capacitors.
As is predicted by the model, the 10 mm capacitor effectively filters fluid pulses and a nearly constant
flow stream is generated. The 5 mm capacitor does not completely remove pulses and the model
slightly overestimates performance. This could be the result of several factors including differences
between the actual fluidic resistance and resistance used in the model.
Figure 2.19 shows measurements for several other flow rates. As r / t, increases, flow variations
decrease. Using the 10 mm diameter capacitor, fluid pulses have been eliminated from the system for
all flow rates. When the 5 mm diameter capacitor is used, flow variations become less pronounced at
higher flows. At 2 mL/min, the time constant ratio reaches 0.9 and flow variations are still present.
However, when the time constant ratio is increased to 2.5 (figure 2.18) there is a pronounced decrease
in flow variations.
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Figure 2.19: Flow from two different capacitors for several flow rates. The time constant ratio from
(2.14) is shown for each curve.
2.3.4 Pressure sensing through the capacitor membrane
Since the capacitor membrane deflects in response to fluid pressure, the position of the membrane
serves as an indicator of fluid pressure under the scaffold. Sensing the membrane position in real time
provides a surrogate indicator that the pumps are running, or could be used to indicate if the filter
begins to clog with cell debris.
The challenge is that a non-contact sensor is required. There are a number of options available for
optically sensing position that range from lasers to confocal lens configurations. Generally increasing
cost is associated with increasing accuracy. One economical method for position sensing uses an
infrared (IR) LED and phototransistor, figure 2,20. Light from the LED reflects off a surface and intensity
is measured on the photodiode. As the surface moves away from the LED the intensity of reflected light
decreases and the signal declines. These sensors are used to measure position of objects in close
proximity, and are often used to simply detect the presence or absence of an object.
LED % *- phototransistor
Figure 2.20: Optical position sensor measures reflected light from a surface. The intensity of light is
often correlated with the distance of the surface away from the sensor.
The capacitor membrane is 8 mm from the bottom surface of the reactor. Based on the volume
measurements shown in figure 2.16, the center of the membrane is estimated to move up or down with
a range of several millimeters. Therefore an optical position sensor with a linear range corresponding to
the dimensions of the bioreactor is desired. From roughly 20 different sensors that were tested, one
matched the desired range (TCRT 5000, Vishay Intertechnology, Shelton, Connecticut). The ADC readout
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Figure 2.21: Linear range of the Vishay TCRT 5000 matches the desired range for measuring the position
of the capacitor membrane during an experiment.
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In order to test the performance of the sensor, the output of the pump above the capacitor was
connected to a tube and the tube was extended vertically upwards. In this configuration, as fluid is
pumped the level of fluid in the tube rises increasing the hydraulic pressure in the capacitor. The test
was conducted by initiating the pump and position sensor, and recording the height of the fluid at
regular intervals. Results are shown in figure 2,22.
When flow was initiated, a large change in the sensor readout was observed. Thus, the sensor is able to
sense that the pumping system is online. The linear increase in fluid height with time indicates a
constant flow rate from the pump. When the pressure at the capacitor reached roughly 13 kPa the
sensor began to respond indicating that the membrane was moving closer to the sensor. Flow
continued at a constant rate and the measurement on the sensor continually increased up to around 20
kPa, at which point the flow rate began to taper off. This indicates that increases in pressure in the
system can be detected well before any changes in pressure will impact flow rates. As a frame of
reference the pressure required to pump through a clean filter is roughly 50 Pa, several orders of
magnitude below pressures where declining flow rates were observed. Since the system is actuated
with 40 kPa of pneumatic pressure, and between 12 and 20 kPa are required to actuate the pumping
membrane, a decline in flow at 20 kPa is reasonable.
Regular spikes in the position readouts were also observed at elevated head pressures. This could
indicate that bursts of small amounts of fluid are leaking from the pump or the connections between the
pump and tubing. However, the bioreactor is not designed to operate at these pressure levels, and
through using a position sensor operating pressures can be monitored non-invasively in real-time.
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Figure 2.22: Evaluation of the position sensor response to increasing head pressure.
2.4 Auxiliary Systems
Pneumatic signals are distributed in parallel to all 12 pumps by three pneumatic lines (Fig. 1b). The lines
interface with the controller through a docking station. Connectors in the docking station have spring-
loaded shutoff valves (TFFDO1, Colder Products Company, St. Paul, Minnesota) that automatically close
when the reactor is removed. This prevents discharge of non-sterile air into the incubator or tissue
culture hood and introduction of the humidified air from the incubator into the pneumatic system.
Flexing membranes at the ends of the pneumatic lines indicate proper connections and functioning
pneumatics (figure IC, red membranes). Compressed air and vacuum are sourced from laboratory
distribution outlets. Air is filtered, dried with desiccant, and regulated to 40 kPa. The pneumatic lines
run from the docks to small electronic controllers outside the sterile environment.
2.4.1 Controller
An electronic controller, figure 2.23, actuates three solenoid valves (SMC SO708-6CC, SMC Corporation,
Noblesville, Indiana) that output pressure and vacuum signals to the pump chamber and two pump
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valves. The pressure and vacuum are regulated to +/- 40 kPa using Airtrol pressure and vacuum
regulators (R-900-10-W/K and V-900-30-W/K, Airtrol Components, Inc. New Berlin, Wisconsin). The
timing and sequence of the solenoids are controlled by an Atmel microcontroller (ATMega-88, Atmel
Corporation, San Jose, California). Seven-segment displays and LEDs indicate the current operating
mode of the pumps. The user interfaces to the controller through a series of buttons housed on a
custom membrane switch (Technigraphics, Inc., Hunt Valley, MD). The circuit board was manufactured
by Advanced Circuits (Aurora, CO).
Figure 2.23: Control panel for operating 3 bioreactors.
2.4.2 Imaging / Assay Plate
There are several endpoint assays for which the perfused bioreactor is not suitable and scaffolds must
be placed in a static well. An assay plate was developed, figure 2.24, that has several advantages for
these applications. The assay plate has a clear bottom which is ideal for high resolution inverted
microscopy. Additionally, scaffolds are placed in fixed positions on the plate so they can be analyzed
with a plate reader or an automated image acquisition system. Finally, the scaffolds are elevated from
the bottom of the well to enhance oxygen exchange with the atmosphere. While this culture condition
is not ideal, it can be used for assays that require the cells to remain viable for several hours.
Figure 2.24: Imaging / assay plate containing 24 wells.
2.5 Fabrication, Sterilization and Assembly
The majority of parts were fabricated by CNC machining. These include the polysulfone fluidic plate, the
black Delrin covers for pneumatic indicators, the acrylic pneumatic plate, docking station and assay
plate. Polystyrene scaffolds were fabricated by CNC microdrilling. Polypropylene retaining rings, PVDF
filters (SVLP09050, Millipore Corp., USA) and silicone membranes for the pneumatic indicators were
fabricated by punching, and the polyether aromatic polyurethane membrane (ST-625FS, Stevens
Urethane, USA, and MT 2001, American Polyfilm, USA) was cut by laser machining. Solvent bonding was
used to seal the pneumatic lines in the pneumatic plate. Sterile polystyrene multiwell lids were
purchased from Corning, USA. The 127.8 x 85.5-mm footprint of an assembled perfused multiwell
complies with standard dimensions of the 96-well microplates established by the Society for
Biomolecular Screening44.
Several methods were used for sterilizing the parts. The polyurethane membrane was sterilized using
ethylene oxide. The fluidic plate, filters and retaining rings were autoclaved. The polystyrene scaffolds
were soaked in 70% ethanol for 30 minutes. Following ethanol sterilization, scaffolds were rinsed in 1x
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) then coated with collagen. After 2 hours in a 30 jig mL1 solution of
collagen type I (rat tail, BD Biosciences, USA) in 1x PBS, the scaffolds were air-dried in a sterile dish.
PVDF filters for the reactor wells were coated in 1% bovine serum albumin (Sigma, USA) in PBS for 30
minutes.
The pneumatic plate and fluidic plate were assembled with screws tightened to 0.12 N m by a power
torque driver. The screws were fitted with Belleville disc springs to provide constant sealing pressure on
the thin membrane for the duration of an experiment. The bioreactors were primed with culture
medium. After priming the reactor wells were fitted with filters and scaffolds secured by tightly-fitting
retaining rings.
2.6 Design Parameter Selection
Cell numbers
The critical design feature of the bioreactor, around which all other parameters are chosen, is the mass
of tissue contained in each well. While it is important that each well contains sufficient tissue for
routine assays, minimizing the number of cells per well is important because of the high costs of human
cells (~$75 per million fresh hepatocytes), and the low efficiency of harvesting liver non-parenchymal
and mouse hepatocytes.
Seeding 800 channel scaffolds with 0.8 million hepatocytes typically results in harvesting 500 pag of total
protein or 20 tg RNA at the end of an experiment (non-published results). Among several assays
routinely performed (imaging, toxicity (ATP), and gene expression), gene expression requires the largest
tissue sample. Since a pharmaceutical collaborator requires 5 to 10 pg RNA for a panel of gene
expression studies, a scaffold with 300 channels was selected. Assuming similar tissue yields relative to
the quantity of cells seeded, a 300 channel scaffold should yield 7.5 pg of RNA.
Pump Chamber Size
The number of channels in the scaffold sets a range of flow rates that the pumps must achieve. The
operating range of the pump was targeted to span the range of physiological and pathological flows
observed in vivo. Shear stress in the liver sinusoid in vivo has been reported between 10 and 50 mPa".
With a flow rate of 0.2 pL min- channel-', shear stress in the scaffold is estimated to remain below 30
mPa. A flow rate of 0.2 pL min- channel1 translates to 60 pL min- for a 300 channel scaffold system.
The maximum diameter of the capacitor is also set by the size of the scaffold, as a round 300 channel
scaffold will have a diameter of 8 mm. Since the performance of the capacitor degrades rapidly with
diameter (equation 2.14), it is desirable to minimize the size of the pump chamber in order to offset the
degradation in capacitance. However, with an increasingly smaller pump chamber, variations in the
manufacturing process become more pronounced. A pump chamber volume of 0.5 tL was selected in
order to balance capacitor performance with manufacturing consistency. Based on historical
manufacturing results, less than 10% variation in pump chamber volume is expected. The time constant
to cycle time ratio for this configuration is 3.2, which is comfortably above the previously mentioned
cutoff of 1.0.
Bioreactor Volume
The ratio of medium volume to tissue mass is important for many reasons. This volume dictates how
rapidly medium nutrients will be depleted, and how quickly byproducts will accumulate. It influences
the concentration of signaling molecules that are secreted from the cells and therefore impacts the
functionality of the tissue. When studying toxicology, some drugs become toxic only as a byproduct of
metabolism (e.g. acetaminophen). Since the rate of accumulation is set by the total volume of culture
medium, the manifestation of these toxicities may only occur when there is a high cell to volume ratio.
Conversely, cells have proteins that are protective against some other toxicities (e.g. glutathione). Since
the volume of medium also sets the total quantity of a drug given a certain concentration, with a high
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cell to volume ratio, the protective proteins may be able to eliminate all of the toxic insult without a
manifestation of toxicity, whereas when the cell to volume ratio is low, the toxicity of these compounds
could be magnified.
Since the goal of any in-vitro system is generally to model the in-vivo situation, an obvious choice of
ideal cell to volume ratio is what is found in the body. Since there are roughly 200 billion hepatocytes in
a human liver, and there is 5L of blood - there are roughly 40 million cells per mL blood. This translates
to 7.5 pL of culture medium for the 300 channel scaffold system, clearly an unrealistic target. Table 2.2
shows the cell density and culture volume for various systems, also including some additional
parameters.
Table 2.2: Parameters of various culture systems with comparison to in-vivo.
Well Vol Culture Cells Cells Density Medium
Area Cap. Vol Seeded Retained k cells / Height
(cm2) (mL) (mL) (k) (k) mL (mm)
96 well plate 0.32 0.37 0,10 75 9.6 96 3.1
48 well plate 0.75 1.40 - - - - -
24 well plate 2.00 3.50 0,35 350 60 171 1.8
12 well plate 3.80 6.00 - - - - -
6 well plate 9.60 15.5 1,00 500 300 300 1.0
800 Channel RXR 1.33 4,00 800 450 113 -
300 Channel RXR 0.50 1,5 300 170 113 -
Human - Blood - - 5,000 - 200,OOOM 40,000 -
Human - Plasma - - 3,000 - 200,OOOM 66,667 -
Rat - Blood - - 15 - 1,200M 80,000 -
Rat - Plasma - - 10 - 1,200M 120,000 -
Based on the above parameters, the fluid volume of the system was minimized with some constraints.
The required volume for the pumping system is roughly 200 ptL, 75% of which is required for the free
movement of the capacitor membrane. This volume is not directly accessible by pipette aspiration, but
can be exchanged by flushing medium through the pumps. The second constraint on reducing system
volume results from oxygen requirements. The oxygen environment is also an important design
parameter and is the subject of the following chapter. The surface area of the air-liquid interface
directly influences the oxygen absorption capacity of the system (Q = hAAC), and this area has been set
to 460 mm2 . Because of surface tension, it is not possible to maintain a depth of medium across this
surface with an average depth below 2 mm, therefore the required volume for oxygen exchange is
roughly 920 pL. Finally, when cells are seeded into the bioreactor, they are pipetted into the well above
the scaffold. Roughly 200 tL of cell suspension is used for seeding, which should all fit within the well
above the scaffold, otherwise cells will be seeded in undesirable locations in the bioreactor. With this
volume set to roughly 350 pL, the total volume of the system becomes 1.5 mL, with roughly 85% directly
accessible by pipette.
2.7 Discussion
The approach in developing the pump was to first address the reliability requirements, then to filter the
flow pulses using a fluidic capacitor. Robustness of the pump was achieved by using pneumatic
pressures that reliably deflected the membrane to the contoured surfaces of the pump chamber. Flow
rate can be varied across a large range by simply changing the pump frequency. The capacitor diameter
is then chosen to filter fluctuations across the desired flow range.
The construction of a pumping system that can be integrated into a standard cell culture plate, can
reliably operate across a wide range of flow rates insensitive to changes in head pressure, can pump
indefinitely, and outputs a continuous, pulseless, flow pattern represents a significant advancement for
flow based tissue culture. The described pump has enabled the transition from tissue culture systems
which require a myriad of standalone pumps, culture chambers, reservoirs and connectors, to a system
where all of these components can be integrated in an array format that is familiar to all experimental
biologists.
3. OXYGEN ENVIRONMENT
Oxygen tension is a critical parameter in regulating tissue function45 Since the oxygen environment in
the bioreactor is strongly influenced by scaffold design, flow rate selection, and well geometry, an
understanding of these parameters is a prerequisite for creating an oxygen environment that promotes
cell health and differentiated liver function. This section combines theoretical and experimental work in
characterizing the oxygen environment and its influence on cellular function.
3.1 Oxygen Consumption
The functional unit of the liver in-vivo is the sinusoid shown in figure 3.1. The sinusoid is composed of
parallel plates of hepatocytes, the primary liver cell type, lined with sinusoidal endothelial cells, stellate
cells, Kupffer cells and other non-parenchymal cell types. The vast majority of blood supply to the liver
(75 to 80%) is poorly oxygenated venous blood from the intestines with a small portion arterial blood
from the hepatic artery5 . As blood flows along the sinusoid oxygen is consumed by the cells, creating a
gradient of oxygen concentration within the sinusoid2 ,5 2' s Oxygen consumption rates, concentration of
many liver enzymes and the level of liver functions also vary with position along the sinusoid2 3 , 47 4
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Figure 3.1: Structure of liver, from whole liver on the left to the liver sinusoid on the right 59 60 .
Glucose and oxygen are the two primary substrates consumed in the metabolic pathway for the
production of energy in cells. There are six molecules of oxygen consumed for each molecule of glucose.
Considering that the concentration of glucose in cell culture medium is 1 to 10 millimolar and the
maximum solubility of oxygen in culture medium is over 60 times lower (below 200 micromolar), oxygen
is by far the most rapidly depleted nutrient from medium. Fortunately, the surrounding environment
continually supplies oxygen to the bioreactor. A balance between this constant depletion and
reoxygenation of medium is important for a successful cell culture.
3.1.1 Preliminary Oxygen Measurements
Preliminary oxygen concentration measurements were taken to understand basic parameters governing
oxygen consumption and absorption into the system. Oxygen concentration in the culture medium was
measured optically using commercially available probess. Fiber optic probes were strategically placed
in the bioreactor above the scaffold and in the reservoir as shown in figure 3.2 so that the change in
oxygen concentration across the scaffold could be observed. During the first 8 hours of culture flow is
directed downwards through the scaffold allowing time for the cells to attach. During this time, the
probe located above the scaffold measures the average concentration of medium entering the scaffold
and the probe in the reservoir measures oxygen concentration in medium exiting the scaffold. No
oxygen exchange takes place as medium passes through the pump. Following an initial attachment
phase, the flow direction is reversed and maintained in an upward direction through the scaffold for the
duration of culture. At this time, the oxygen probe in the reservoir measures concentration entering the
scaffold and the oxygen probe above the scaffold measures concentration exiting the cells.
Primary rat hepatocytes were seeded into the bioreactor based on protocols that have previously been
described1 5. Measured values of dissolved oxygen in the reactor and reservoir wells during the first 20
hours of culture are shown in figure 3.3. The culture medium is air-saturated at the time cells are
seeded in the bioreactor. After downward flow through the scaffold is initiated (0.3 pL channel' min'),
consumption by the cells causes oxygen concentration to decline for several hours until equilibrium is
reached between consumption and oxygen absorption at the air-liquid interface. The oxygen
concentration below the scaffold C8 (corresponding to the oxygen concentration measured in the
reservoir) reached a steady state value of ~60 pM with a corresponding oxygen concentration above the
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Figure 3.2: Oxygen probes are sketched as black rectangles above the scaffold (left) and in the reservoir
(right). The fluid is colored to show and expected distribution of oxygen throughout the bioreactor
when flow is directed up through the scaffold, This simulation is discussed in detail later in the chapter.
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Figure 3.3: Measured concentration of dissolved oxygen in reservoir and reactor wells seeded with rat
hepatocytes: (a) As a function of time post seeding with a flow rate of 0.3 pL channel' min' and a
sampling interval of 5 minutes. (b) As a function of flow rate (immediately following the time course
measurement) with a sampling interval of 1 minute.
After 8 hours of an attachment phase, the flow direction was reversed while maintaining a flow rate of
0.3 tL channel min-. Immediately following the flow reversal, oxygen-depleted medium below the
scaffold and in the reservoir was passed directly back through the cells. During this time (~10 minutes)
the cells were exposed to relatively low inlet concentrations, and a concomitant drop of ~25% in the
outlet concentration was observed with a longer transient (~2 hr).
To estimate cellular oxygen consumption rates in this perfused culture, inlet and outlet oxygen
concentrations were measured as a function of flow rate. Following the initial 20 hours plotted in figure
3.2a, flow rate was incrementally changed as shown in figure 3.2b. Table 3.1 shows the concentration
readings for each flow rate along with the measured oxygen consumption.
Table 3.1: Oxygen concentration and consumption measurements as a function of different flow rates.
The final column assumes 0.65 pg protein per channel in the scaffold. Oxygen consumption conversions
between various systems assume 110 x 106 cells per gram of liver 1 and 1 mg protein per 106 cells
(observations from our laboratory).
Flow Rate Concentration Consumption
pL min- channel CB (puM) CA (jiM) pmol s- channel 1  pmol s-1 ptg prot 1
0.17 142 19 0.35 0.54
0.32 144 56 0.47 0.72
0.62 153 91 0.64 0.99
0.92 153 108 0.69 1.06
1.2 150 119 0.63 0.97
1.5 149 125 0.61 0.94
Arterial 024 762 104- 146
Entering Liver 4'6 84-91
Exiting Liver47'62  42-49
Isolated Hepatocytes6 0.69
Perfused Rat Liver64  0.5
Perfused Rat Liver5 3  0.28
The observed inlet oxygen concentration fluctuates modestly around ~145 pM while oxygen
concentration downstream of the tissue increases with increasing flow rate, from ~19 piM to ~125 pM.
In human, the reported in vivo perivenous region (sinusoidal exit) dissolved free oxygen concentration is
42-49 ptM 4 7. Measured concentration in the bioreactor at a flow rate of 0.3 pL channel1 min' is ~50
ptM, hence this flow rate provides a reasonable approximation of physiological oxygen. Although oxygen
concentration entering the tissue is higher than values reported for the human in vivo periportal region
(84-91 pM), it is within arterial blood oxygen concentration ranges (104-146 pM) and below hyperoxic
levels47. Gradients are steeper than those in vivo because culture medium does not contain
hemoglobin, which serves as a depot of oxygen.
From the concentration measurements, total oxygen consumption rates within the scaffold can be
found. Assuming a steady state, mass conservation requires that
?ceis = Q(CB - CA) = fRdV, (3.1)
where CB and CA are the oxygen concentration below and above the scaffold, Q is the flow rate and
fRdV is the local consumption integrated over the volume of tissue. Observed consumption levels are
comparable with reported oxygen consumption rates for isolated hepatocytes, and are slightly higher
than levels reported for whole livers3 ,336 4
While these initial measurements provide crude insight into the bioreactor oxygen environment, they do
not provide resolution for understanding oxygen gradients in the scaffold microenvironment, or of
convection patterns in the surrounding bioreactor. Several different models have been used to better
understand these aspects of the oxygen environment.
3.1.2 Convection-Diffusion Reaction Equations
Oxygen transport can be described using the convection diffusion equation,
8= -vVC + D0 2 V2C - R (3.2)at
where C is oxygen concentration, v is the local fluid velocity, Do2 is the diffusion coefficient of oxygen,
and R is a reaction term describing the local consumption rate. The diffusion coefficient of oxygen
depends on temperature and the medium it is diffusing in. Oxygen diffusion in water at 37 *C is
between, 3.0 666 and 3.467 x 10- mm2 s-, and diffusion in tissue is between 1.866 and 266 x 10- mm2 S-1.
Diffusion coefficients of 2 x 10- and 3.2 x 10- mm2 s1 are used depending on the medium of interest.
By normalizing all of the terms in the original equation, then dividing through by the appropriate
concentration and time scale, several important dimensionless terms appear. These include the Peclet
number
Pe =,















relating reaction to transport (assuming transport is dominated by convection). The three ratios
represent different types of reactions (zero order ko, first order ki, and Michaelis-Menten kinetics
Rmax). Using these constants, the dimensionless form of the mass transport equation with a Michaelis-
Menten reaction becomes
aC* -v*V*C* + Pe-1V*2 C* - Da C
a~t* k C
(3.5)
where the * denotes that a parameter has been normalized by a characteristic scale of the problem.
The formation of dimensionless numbers and intermediate steps between 3.2 and 3.5 are shown in
Appendix A.2. Using these dimensionless terms a number of transport processes within the bioreactor
can be understood. Also, using the dimensionless transport and reaction equation, finite differences
models can be used to gain a further understanding of the oxygen environment in the bioreactor.
3.1.3 Scaffold model
Convective transport to the scaffold
The bulk transport process for oxygen delivery to the scaffold is shown in figure 3.4. Oxygen diffuses
down from the air liquid interface to the scaffold, and is transported by convection through the pump
up to the scaffold. Inspection of the Peclet number for this environment shows that oxygen transport to
the scaffold is dominated by convection in the liquid and diffusion from the air-liquid interface is
negligible. The appropriate length scale here is the depth of the scaffold below the air-liquid interface.
The velocity is the fluid velocity normal to the surface of the scaffold, or the flow rate divided by the
scaffold surface area (n/4 d2 ~ d2 ). Using these parameters the Peclet becomes,
Pe = (Qd 2 )h (3.6)
Doz
where D0 2 is 3.2 x 10-3 mm2 s-, d is 8 mm for a 300 channel scaffold, Q is 1 ptL s- for a 300 channel
scaffold and h is 6 mm. The Peclet number for this configuration and flow rate is nearly 30 which






Figure 3.4: Schematic of bulk oxygen transport length and velocity scales to the scaffold for comparison
of diffusion to convection using the Peclet number.
Oxygen transport plays an important role in the total measured reaction rate
Given the relative importance of diffusion from the air-liquid interface is low, total delivery of oxygen to
the scaffold is calculated using the flow rate Q and inlet concentration C
rnf low = QC. (3.7)
For a typical set of operating conditions, 150 ptM oxygen entering the scaffold at a flow of 0.32 ptL min-'
channel-, the delivery of oxygen to the scaffold is 0.8 pmol s1 channel-. This value sets an upper limit
on consumption by the tissue. Interestingly, this value is only slightly above the maximum measured
consumption 0.7 pmol s- channel- shown in table 3.1. Hence, oxygen consumption is likely influenced
by both the intrinsic metabolic activity of cells in the channel and by the capacity of the system to
provide oxygen.
1D cylindrical diffusion and consumption within the channel
Once oxygen is delivered to the scaffold, a portion is consumed by the tissue and the rest passes
through the scaffold. Oxygen transport and reaction process within the tissue in the scaffold will
influence the ratio of oxygen that is consumed versus what simply passes through the scaffold. Oxygen
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is convected to the tissue surface but must diffuse from the surface of the tissue through several layers
of cells in order to provide nutrients for the entire tissue mass. This presents a second potential
limitation to oxygen delivery.
When cells are seeded into channels in the scaffold they form tissue structures that although
constrained by the geometry of the channel have an amorphous character. Figure 3.5 shows a
representative image of ~20 channels in the scaffold. Since there are hundreds of channels in a scaffold,
these irregularities are averaged to a constant but imperfectly predictable phenotype.
Figure 3.5: A representative image of a scaffold looking down into the channels. This image shows a
variety of common tissue structures. The left hand image shows live cells stained green and dead cells
stained red. The image on the right shows the same cells, but is analyzed to find the average cross
section of the flow path in the channel.
Tabulating the cross-sectional measurements from the 21 channels shown in the image, the average
cross-section of the clear area is found to be 0.04 mm2 equivalent to a 230 tm diameter circle. The
standard deviation of the equivalent diameters is roughly 45 pm, with a range from 150 pm up to 300
ptm. Comparing the average area with the cross-section of the 340 ptm diameter channels and assuming
the tissue to be 200 pm deep, the average volume of tissue in a single channel is estimated at roughly 10
nL. For reference, on average 0.65 ig protein is retained per channel in the scaffold'5 .
Although individual tissue architecture varies, a single channel in the scaffold was modeled as a
cylindrical annulus where cells adhere to the walls of the channel and form a ring of tissue with constant
thickness. Assuming that convective transport to the surface of the tissue is not limiting results in a
constant oxygen concentration at the cell surface on the inside of the ring (this assumption is re-visited
in the following section). Since no oxygen diffuses through the plastic scaffold, this surface is insulated.
This model reduces to one dimensional diffusion and reaction in cylindrical coordinates.
In eukaryotes, oxygen is reduced to water in an enzymatic reaction which drives the production of
chemical energy (in the form of adenosine triphosphate, ATP). A simplistic model of this enzymatic
reaction uses Michaelis-Menten kinetics
.dC _ RmaxC (3.8)
dt km+C'
where the rate of oxygen depletion is related to the maximal volumetric consumption rate Rmax by a
nonlinear function of the local concentration of oxygen. (Typically Rmox is denoted Vmax, but R is used to
avoid confusion with fluid velocity v and volume V). kin, the inverse enzyme affinity constant, describes
the concentration under which the reaction will proceed at a maximum rate. For oxygen in
mitochondria this concentration is very low, between 1 and 5 tM2 3, 52, 53, 56, 63, 70, 71. Although
significantly higher values of km have been reported for tissue, these increases are likely artifacts from
measuring concentration outside the tissue. Since a concentration gradient is required for oxygen flux
into the tissue, concentration within the tissue will necessarily be lower than concentration measured
outside the tissue. Because diffusion is handled explicitly it is appropriate to use the km measured for
mitochondria. Combining one dimensional cylindrical diffusion with a Michaelis-Menten reaction leads
to
S D2 r - Rma (3.9)
where C is the concentration of oxygen and r is the radial position in the channel. Since this equation is
nonlinear with concentration, it is easiest to solve a discrete equation using finite differences. A discrete
grid with 20 equally spaced nodes is shown in figure 3.6.
Figure 3.6: Grid layout for finite differences estimation of oxygen consumption in a channel of the
scaffold. Concentration estimates are found at equally spaced intervals along the radius of the tissue in
the channel. The concentration at the fluid-tissue interface is fixed.
Each of the internal nodes is solved using the discrete equation
Ct+1= C + At [D ((rw+r)Cw -(rw+2r,+re)C,+(rp+r,)Ce Rmaxcp ' (3.10)P P 2rAr2 km+c,
where C, and Ce represent discrete points to the left (west) and right (east) of a center point C,. A fixed
concentration is used for the boundary condition of the inside wall, so the average of Co and C1 is held
constant (CO = 2 Cwaii - C1). The interface between the tissue and the channel is insulated thus the
concentration gradient between CN=2o and CN+1 must be zero (CN+1=CN). Consumption is nonlinear so it is
not possible to set up and solve a system of equations (with dC/dt = 0), therefore iterations in time are
required. An arbitrary initial concentration is used, and the model iterates using forward differences
until steady state is reached. Further details of this simulation along with corresponding Python code is
provided in appendix A.3. Results for the concentration profile as a function of total tissue mass (as
determined by the annulus inner diameter) are shown in figure 3.5. R, is assumed to be 60 .IM s1 (or












Figure 3.7: Distribution of 02 concentration in a simplified model of a channel in the scaffold. Channel
diameter is 340 ptm. The different lines represent different inner diameters of the tissue annulus. The
legend shows annulus diameter in microns. 02 Concentration at the tissue surface is 180 pIM.
Total consumption can be determined by integration of equation 3.1 on a discrete grid. Consumption as
a function of tissue mass is shown in figure 3.8 with the height of tissue in the channel assumed to be
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Figure 3.8: Total oxygen consumption increases with increasing tissue volume until diffusion limitations
restrict oxygen transport to the outside edge of the channel. Values were obtained by integration of






However, as the inner diameter of the annulus decreases to the point where diffusion does not
adequately deliver oxygen to the entire thickness of the tissue, decreasing the inner radius will decrease
the volume of tissue that oxygen is delivered to. It would seem to present a serious complication to
interpretation of bulk oxygen consumption measurements if increasing the tissue mass could truly
decrease consumption. However, the true system is self limiting, as cells deprived of oxygen do not
survive.
The oxygen concentration in figure 3.7 shows that oxygen can be delivered to roughly the first 100 tm
of tissue before concentration falls below ~5 FM. This corresponds to an inner diameter for fluid flow of
roughly 150 pm and agrees with the experimental range of observed channel diameters shown in figure
3.5. Although reducing the inner diameter of the tissue beyond this limit increases the tissue volume in
the model, the surface area available for oxygen transport is reduced, and consequently the volume of
tissue that is supplied with oxygen is also reduced. This phenomenon is illustrated in figure 3.9. It is
important to realize that although oxygen delivery in the true system is self limiting in this respect,
different channel geometries will exhibit different limitations to diffusion.
Figure 3.9: Increasing the amount of tissue in the channel beyond oxygen diffusion limits (denoted by d)
effectively reduces the volume of tissue that is provide with sufficient oxygen. Although the total
volume of tissue (denoted by blue and red color) is greater in the channel on the right, the volume of
tissue with adequate oxygen supply, shown in blue, is greater for the channel on the left.
Based on this analysis the last two points in figure 3.8 can be ignored and consumption rates remain
positively correlated with tissue volume.
Seen in figure 3.8, the maximal consumption rate is roughly 0.8 pmol s-. This consumption rate is the
same rate that was calculated earlier for the total oxygen delivery to the scaffold. Since it is
unreasonable to expect that convection transports oxygen entering the scaffold to the surface of the
tissue with 100% efficiency, both convection transport to the scaffold and diffusion limitations within
the scaffold will influence observed oxygen consumption rates.
2D cylindrical convection, diffusion and consumption
In order to analyze combined convection diffusion and consumption, the one dimensional model was
extended to two dimensions and convection was added. This simulation first models the local flow
profile within the channel, then simulates mass transfer using the flow field, diffusion and consumption
parameters. Simulations were preformed across a wide range of input parameters channel geometry,
flow rate, metabolic rate and inlet oxygen concentration.
The model first calculates the flow profile from Navier-Stokes and continuity equations. The Navier-
Stokes equations were solved on a staggered rectangular grid by breaking the equations up into
substeps7 2 . The simulation iterates forward in time until the flow profile stabilizes. Details of this model
are provided in Appendix A.4. Once the flow profile is know, a mass transport and reaction are
simulated using the same method that was described in the previous section with the addition of
convection and a vertical dimension. The addition of convection and second dimension and adds
several terms to the mass transport equation,
L= (r + VZ +Draaac c RmaxC (3.6)
at= mvz) ar ar M 2 km+ C
The primary difference in analyzing this equation on a discrete grid is that when the first derivative
terms (for convective transport) are computed for two adjacent nodes, the resulting derivative is
centered on the edge between the two nodes. The solution in this scenario is to take the derivative
between the point of interest and the adjacent node on the up-stream side in terms of local velocity. In
other words, if flow is moving from left to right and the concentration gradient is desired at some node
C,, this derivative should be evaluated using the concentration difference between C, and the point to
the left rather than between C, and the point to the right. This technique is called upwinding.
The results of three simulations are shown in figure 3.10. As expected, oxygen concentration does vary
with vertical position in the scaffold as well as horizontal position away from the fluid path. This
gradient along the flow path is analogous to the gradient of oxygen in the liver, although the gradient
here is steeper because there is no hemoglobin in the medium.
Figure 3.10: Simulation of consumption within one channel of the scaffold. The images show cross-
sections of the circular channels. Dotted lines depict where tissue is contained in the scaffold. Fluid
flow is constrained to the center of the channel where no cells reside. The colormap shows the
concentration of oxygen. The model uses polar coordinates so is an axi-symmetric 3D representation.
An attempt was made to correlate bulk consumption rates with different flow rates, geometries,
consumption parameters and oxygen inlet concentrations, but given the number of different
parameters that influence total oxygen consumption it was not possible to find a simple relationship
governing bulk oxygen consumption as a function of metabolic activity, tissue mass, flow rate and inlet
oxygen concentration.
Flow patterns in the filter below the tissue were also simulated. These simulations use Darcy's law
instead of Navier-Stokes because the hydraulic permeability of the filter is low. Although analysis is not
presented here, information about the simulation is provided in the Appendix A.5.
3.2 Formulation of interfacial absorption analysis
A complete analysis of the absorption of oxygen into the culture medium involves transport from the
environment of the incubator into the space between the lid and the surface of the bioreactor, gas
transport to the air-liquid interface and transport from the air-liquid interface into the culture medium.
Transport of oxygen into the space above the bioreactor is governed by
ri = DO2-airA (AC), (3.10)
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where Do2-air is the diffusion coefficient of oxygen in air (23 mm2 s1 at 370 C), A is the cross-sectional area
of the space between the lid and the walls of the bioreactor and 1 is the length oxygen must diffuse
along this cross-section. The total resistance to oxygen diffusion is ~2 x 10-3 s pL'. Assuming 12
individual bioreactors contained in each plate, and 800 channel scaffolds in each bioreactor with 0.6
pmol s- channel1 oxygen consumption, the required change in concentration between the incubator
environment and the space underneath the bioreactor lid is roughly 10 pM. If there are 300 channels in
the scaffold a concentration difference of 4 ptM will drive sufficient oxygen transport rates. Since this
change in concentration is low, oxygen absorption into the bioreactor is governed by mass transfer in
the culture medium and a constant concentration near saturation Cs,, at the air-liquid interface is
assumed.
3.2.1 Non-dimensionalization of mass transport inside the bioreactor
Similar to oxygen consumption in the tissue, oxygen absorption in the bioreactor is a complicated
process that is influenced both by diffusion and convection. Before launching into computer simulations
it is important to understand the underlying processes and the different driving forces for oxygen
absorption.
Cell culture medium continually flows in a loop through the bioreactor, figure 3.1. Oxygen depleted
medium exiting the scaffold flows across a surface channel where medium is exposed to air in the
incubator. During this time oxygen diffuses into the medium and is subsequently transported away
from the air-liquid interface. Oxygen rich medium is mixed as it flows through the micropump and into a
chamber below the scaffold. Oxygen is consumed by the cells as medium passes through the scaffold.
Oxygen concentration is measured above the scaffold and in the reservoir. Oxygen measurements in
the reservoir give the concentration after oxygen absorption into the system has stopped (for a
Lagrangian fluid element) but before oxygen is consumed by the tissue. Oxygen concentration in the
center of the reservoir is equal to the oxygen concentration below the scaffold CB within 5%. Oxygen
measurements above the scaffold CA show concentration immediately following oxygen consumption by
the tissue. These concentrations will stabilize once there is a balance between the quantity of oxygen
consumed by the cells and the ability of the bioreactor to absorb oxygen before medium flows back to
the scaffold. Therefore, both the oxygen consumption and absorption process will influence the
measured concentrations in the system.
Oxygen absorption into the bioreactor is driven by cellular consumption. This creates a concentration
gradient between oxygen saturation at the air-liquid interface and the concentration of oxygen exiting
the scaffold. The geometry of the system, the flow rate of medium and the diffusion coefficient of
oxygen in medium (for a given temperature) will also influence oxygen absorption.
It is readily apparent that at steady state, total oxygen absorption into the system rhu is equal to total
oxygen consumption by the cells ric and that both are equal to the product of flow rate Q and the
concentration difference between the reservoir well and above the scaffold
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ha = hc = Q(CP - CA). (3.11)
However, since oxygen absorption is driven by the low concentration of oxygen exiting the scaffold,
total oxygen absorption is not independent of the metabolic state of the tissue. In order to eliminate
the influence of the tissue, concentration is normalized using
0= C-C (3.12)
Csat-CA"
where the concentration of fluid exiting the scaffold (inherently the lowest concentration in the system)
is pinned to zero and the highest concentration in the system (oxygen saturation) is pinned to one. Thus
if the dimensionless concentration of oxygen in the reservoir is found 0B, CB can be anticipated for any
set of CA and C,,,. This dimensionless concentration, which is defined here as the absorption potential #,
describes how close the medium comes to saturation as it passes across the surface channel
CB-CA (3.13)
Csat-CA
The oxygen absorption potential represents the percent return of oxygen depleted medium to
saturation and is fully specified by geometry, flow and the oxygen diffusion coefficient. Using $, total
oxygen absorption into the system becomes
ha = Q$(Csat - CA)- (3.14)
Although (Csat - CA) is clearly influenced by the metabolic state of the tissue, the absorption potential is
only influenced by operational aspects of the bioreactor. When the flow rate is increased, the time for a
fluid element to flow across the surface channel is reduced, limiting the time available for the fluid to
regain oxygen saturation. Increasing the flow rate reduces the oxygen absorption potential but does not
reduce total oxygen absorption because, for a given concentration gradient, total absorption is the
product of flow rate and absorption potential, The depth of culture and the surface area of the air-liquid
interface will also influence oxygen absorption,
Analysis of the convection mass transport equations is useful in understanding the absorption potential.
Convection of oxygen is governed by
aC - -vVC + DoMV 2 C (3.15)
a9t
where v is the fluid velocity field and D02 is the diffusion coefficient of oxygen in medium. Proper scaling
of this equation results in
D peV20 (3.16)
where bold face indicates a normalized value and the Peclet number is the ratio of the characteristic
length multiplied by the characteristic velocity to the diffusion coefficient of oxygen in medium. The
material derivative (indicated by capital D) incorporates the convection term by following an element of
fluid. The equation states that during the time of transport through the region where oxygen
absorption occurs, the total change in the dimensionless concentration (defined here as the oxygen
absorption potential) is a function of the inverse of the Peclet number. The remaining task is to
normalize the length and time scales using the characteristic length and velocity.
The characteristic length for a problem involving diffusion is generally the length over which a substance
is expected to diffuse, therefore it is reasonable to select the depth of the surface channel shown in
figure 3.1. The relevant velocity for the problem is the velocity component normal to the free surface,
represented by the flow rate divided by the surface area. (The tangential velocity is irrelevant if there is
never any movement away from the air-liquid interface.) Using these quantities to scale the governing
equation, the Peclet number is found to be
Pe =-QAurae, (3.17)
D02
where 6 is the depth of the surface channel. The identical result is obtained by scaling the
dimensionless time directly from equation 3.15. Using this method, the depth is used to scale the
diffusion term and the dimensionless time is found by dividing the volume of the region involved in
oxygen transport (the surface area multiplied by the surface channel depth) by the flow rate. An
increase in the surface area or the diffusion coefficient will increase the oxygen absorption potential,
and conversely an increase in the flow rate or surface channel depth should decrease the oxygen
absorption potential. (Remember, increasing the flow rate doesn't decrease the total mass transfer,
only the oxygen absorption potential. The oxygen absorption potential indicates how much oxygen can
diffuse into a fluid 'particle' as it is transported around the bioreactor, and the oxygen absorption
potential is multiplied by the flow rate and concentration gradient to find the total oxygen absorption).
3.3 Oxygen absorption modeling for finding oxygen absorption potential
Oxygen transport and consumption were simulated with a 2D finite differences model that accounts for
a variable depth in the third dimension. To understand the model development, consider the path of
fluid flowing clockwise in figure 3.1, starting at the bottom of the reservoir. Fluid velocity exiting the
reservoir is constant due to a high-impedance filter; however, the oxygen concentration varies with
position. As fluid passes through the pump it is completely mixed. Oxygen transfer into culture medium
through the low-permeability polyurethane membrane can be neglected. The mixed concentration is
calculated from flux across the reservoir filter. Thus, fluid enters the lower face of the scaffold (i.e.,
scaffold inlet) at a uniform concentration CB. Fluid velocity entering the scaffold is also uniform due to a
filter below the scaffold. Oxygen is consumed by the cells as fluid passes upward through the scaffold.
As fluid progresses upward, velocity and concentration profiles evolve in response to the boundary
conditions on the walls, convection, and diffusion from the gas/liquid interface. Fluid then flows across
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an open channel into the reservoir generating a non-uniform oxygen concentration profile in the
reservoir, where the cycle is completed.
The control volume for the model, shown in figure 3.11, extends from the air-liquid interface down to
the scaffold in the reactor well and the filter in the reservoir well.
M =I:: MB~ MA Q = Flow Rate
mA Qx CA mB= QxC8
Figure 3.11: oxygen absorption schematic
The oxygen transport model was based upon existing MATLAB code72 with an added mass transport
equation as previously described. The model first calculates a flow profile from Navier-Stokes and
continuity equations and iterates solutions until the profile stabilizes. The flow profiles are then used in
convection diffusion equations to find oxygen concentration.
The model uses a variable node depth in the direction normal to the cross-section to satisfy the
continuity equations for a variable profile depth. Since only one node is used in the z-direction, the
model does not account for any velocity gradient in that direction and slip walls are assumed for these
node faces. The model was compared with a more computationally expensive, fully-3D finite-elements
model for a range of conditions, and determined these simplifications result in minimal error. No-slip
boundaries are prescribed at the walls that appear in the cross-section, and a free surface is prescribed
at the air-liquid interface. Saturated oxygen concentration is maintained at the air-liquid interface (0=
1). Minor geometrical features including the well tapers, side pockets in the wells for extracting
scaffolds, retaining rings and a meniscus in the fluid are neglected.
Analysis of several hundred simulations across a range of design and operating conditions (surface
channel geometry, fluid depth and flow rates) shows a high correlation between the Peclet number for
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Figure 3.12: Oxygen absorption potential across a wide range of design and operating conditions shows
high correlation with the Peclet number for oxygen transport across the surface channel.
Based on the schematic shown in figure 3.11 the region for oxygen absorption is primarily located over
the surface channel and extends to roughly half way into each well. Therefore the surface area used to
calculate the Peclet number only includes half of the surface area of each well. Figure 3.12 shows that
for simulations with a Peclet number below one, the oxygen absorption potential approaches 100%
(diffusion of oxygen from the atmosphere into the system dominates over transport of medium away
from the air-liquid interface).
Using a combination of the hill function and an exponential function,
<k = 100 - 75e Pe - 20Pe (3.18)20+Pe
the oxygen absorption potential for a given system can be predicted (solid line) directly from the Peclet
number. For oxygen absorption potential above 20% a simple exponential decay function,
< = 100 - 87e ' 0 /3Pe (3.19)
can be used with good accuracy (dashed line).
The oxygen absorption potential is related to the total mass transport by equation 3.14 which is also
includes the total gradient of oxygen concentration and the flow rate through the system. Assuming all
other parameters are constant, an increasing flow rate will always increase the total mass transfer from
the air-liquid interface into the system. The result of multiplying the oxygen absorption potential (as
calculated using 3.19 from the Peclet number) with the flow rate for constant depth and surface area is













Figure 3.13: Total absorption into the system normalized to the difference between oxygen saturation
and the concentration of oxygen exiting the scaffold increases with increasing Peclet number.
3.4 Bioreactor design
Blood is supplied to the liver in vivo from the hepatic artery (~80%) and from the portal vein (~20%)51.
Because of the large percentage of venous blood supply, oxygen concentration levels in the liver are
significantly below the arterial oxygen concentration. It is reasonable to assume that an ideal oxygen
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environment for liver tissue could be well below saturated oxygen concentration. However, since
culture medium has a lower oxygen carrying capacity than blood (due to a lack of hemoglobin), it is also
possible that oxygen supply to the tissue should be maximized. In order to determine the ideal oxygen
environment for the bioreactor, a special bioreactor was designed to incorporate several different
oxygen environments onto a single plate.
3.4.1 Discussion of design parameters influencing oxygen absorption capacity
Literally any oxygen concentration at the tissue inlet is attainable with any bioreactor configuration
using an incubator with oxygen regulation. However, with a higher oxygen absorption capacity, the
concentration of oxygen entering the tissue can be set with increasing precision. When the oxygen
absorption capacity is 99%, the concentration of oxygen entering the tissue will always remain within 99
and 100% of saturation regardless of the concentration of oxygen exiting the tissue. When oxygen
absorption capacity is only 50%, the oxygen concentration entering the tissue can fluctuate across a
much broader range between 50% and 100% of oxygen saturation.
Additionally, based on the shape of the curve in figure 3.12, oxygen absorption capacity is sensitive to
changes in the Peclet number when the Peclet number is between 1 and 10. Of the design parameters
that make up the Peclet number the variables that are set by design include the flow rate, fluid surface
area and the fluid depth. Of these, the depth of fluid is the most prone to variation during an
experiment. Changes in fluid depth can occur during medium exchange or because of evaporation.
Flow rate is generally set by the amount of tissue seeded into the bioreactor, but is also susceptible to
variation. Inter-well flow variability in a plate is within 5%5.
There are also drawbacks to systems designed for a high oxygen absorption capacity. Although a lower
flow rate will increase the oxygen absorption capacity, it will decrease the total oxygen delivery to the
scaffold as shown in figure 3.13. Another method for increasing oxygen absorption capacity is to
Increase the surface area of the fluid. However, a large air-liquid interface limits the number of
bioreactors that can fit on the footprint of a standard tissue culture plate, and the larger surface area
requires more fluid volume for each bioreactor. This is not desirable for reasons discussed in section
2.6.
A third method for increasing the oxygen absorption capacity is to decrease the depth of fluid in the
surface channel. The drawback is that surface tension is dominant at shallow depths, so depths below
roughly 1 mm are not achievable in practice. In these situations the center of the channel dries out and
all fluid travels along the edge formed at the vertical channel walls. Additionally, since the Peclet
number is a not linearly related to the channel depth, the influence of fluid depth on the Peclet number
increases as the fluid level decreases (e.g. an increase in depth by 0.5 mm changes the Peclet number by
50% at an initial depth of 1 mm versus 10% at an initial depth of 5 mm).
Finally, it is possible to develop a system that does not follow the relationship presented in figure 3.8,
potentially by mixing the fluid at the surface. Although active mixing would require an additional
actuation system, it may be possible to mix the fluid by inserting baffles along the flow path. As fluid
with certain Reynolds number moves through corners, rotational flow circulates fluid across the surface.
Unfortunately, this phenomenon is negligible with the low Reynolds number for flow across the channel.
3.4.2 Oxygen test bioreactors designed with three different oxygen absorption capacities
Given the uncertainties surrounding the nature of how oxygen concentration influences tissue function,
a bioreactor array was designed that incorporates three different bioreactor designs with three different
oxygen absorption capacities. The purpose was to determine both the ideal oxygen environment for the
bioreactor and also to gain some understanding for the sensitivity of the culture environment to
variations in oxygen concentration. A schematic of this bioreactor is shown in figure 3.14. The depth of
the wells (from the bottom of the surface channel to the scaffold) in the three different designs is
adjusted so that each design holds the same total medium volume (1.5 mL).
Figure 3.14: Bioreactor plate with three different designs used to study the influence of oxygen
concentration on liver cell cultures. A schematic is shown on the left with the solid model on the right.
Because some uncertainty in oxygen supply levels is likely acceptable (oxygen saturation concentrations
vary by 3% due to changes in atmospheric pressure), and because the oxygen concentration in liver in
vivo is well below saturating oxygen concentration in cell culture medium, it was reasoned that
bioreactors with low oxygen absorption capacity may be well suited for liver culture. This design would
allow for a dense array of bioreactors on the plate and could be used to minimize the volume of cell
culture medium. Bioreactors with a mid range oxygen absorption capacity were included to increase the
precision with which inlet oxygen concentration can be controlled, and high oxygen absorption
bioreactors would maximize the oxygen delivery to the tissue, and can be operated to precisely set the
inlet oxygen concentrations using specialized incubators.
Oxygen absorption potential was set by varying the surface area available for oxygen absorption. While
the bioreactors are designed to operate with a depth of 2mm, the oxygen absorption capacity can also
be adjusted using this parameter. However, changing the depths by some amount in designs with
different surface areas will require differences in total medium volume which is undesirable for a direct
comparison. Table 3.2 shows the surface areas of the three different designs and the corresponding
absorption potential.
Table 3.2: Design parameters for bioreactors with varying oxygen absorption potential. The reported
surface area is the total surface area of the fluid. For calculation of the Pelcet number, 0.4 cm2 should
be subtracted from this number to account for Y2 the surface area of the two wells.
Surface
Area (cm2) (2 mm depth)
Low 02 Design 1.7 90%
Med 02 Design 2.4 67%
High 02 Design 4.6 50%
3.5 Influence of oxygen environment on rat liver cell culture
Three different bioreactor configurations were investigated using cultures of primary rat and mouse
hepatocytes. The oxygen environment in each of the bioreactor configurations was confirmed through
concentration measurements. Total albumin production and total bile acid production was analyzed for
the different bioreactor configurations and the total protein in each scaffold was measured at the end of
the incubation period. Culture protocols and assay protocols have previously been reported".
3.5.1 Oxygen environment evaluation
In order to validate that differences in design do translate to differences in oxygen concentration, a
device for simultaneously measuring oxygen concentration in six bioreactors (12 sensor locations) was
developed. Since oxygen concentration is measured optically and an optical fiber connects the sensing
material (sensor probe) with the electronic sensor equipment, a device was developed that switches
between optical fiber connections so that one set of sensing equipment can cycle between different
sensor probes. The optical splitter connects four sensor ports from a commercially available sensor
(Precision Sensing GmbH, Regensburg, Germany) to twelve optical sensors. A schematic and photos of
the devices are shown in figure 3.15. This device allows monitoring of six bioreactors (2 bioreactors for
each oxygen condition) throughout the duration of culture.
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Figure 3.15: Oxygen sensor multiplexor designed to cycle sensing equipment between three different
oxygen probes. After oxygen is recorded on one probe, the multiplexor automatically reconnects the
sensing equipment with the next probe and waits for a measurement to be taken. Once a measurement
is taken, the multiplexor connects the sensing equipment with the next sensor in the series. The process
can repeat indefinitely.
A 2 mm diameter optical fiber is split in the optical splitter (3.15C) into 3, 1 mm diameter fibers and
several 0.5 mm diameter fibers. The 1 mm diameter fibers have ruthenium layers attached to the
terminal end and the 0.5 mm diameter fibers connect to a photodetector in the optical splitter. Light
emitted from the sensor box (3.15A bottom) travels along the 2 mm diameter optical fiber into the
optical splitter. A shutter allows light to travel along one of the three 1 mm diameter fibers to the
ruthenium sensing layer attached at the end of the fiber (the oxygen probe). Light emitted from the
excited ruthenium travels back along the optical fiber and intensity is recorded in the sensor on one of
the four channels. A photodetector in the optical splitter senses when a measurement has been taken.
After measurements have been recorded on all active channels, a servo moves the shutter to the next
set of oxygen probes for a reading. The process is repeated throughout the duration of an experiment.
Electronic control is achieved using a custom designed circuit powered by a microcontroller (ATMega-
48, Atmel Corporation, San Jose, California).
Calibration measurements are recorded in oxygen saturated medium as well as oxygen depleted
medium. Calibrations for each individual sensor are used to generate reference equations (Stern-
Volmer, discussed in the following chapter) for converting phase readings to oxygen partial pressure.
Oxygen measurements for each 5 minute time interval (roughly 6 individual measurements per interval)
are grouped, averaged, and converted to oxygen concentration using Henry's Law. Total oxygen
consumption and the oxygen absorption potential are calculated from concentration readings. Results
from a 48 hour period of oxygen monitoring are shown in figure 3.16. Oxygen concentration
measurements in high, medium, and low oxygen absorption potential bioreactors agree with predictions
from the models.
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Figure 3.16: Shows two days of oxygen concentration measurements for rat cell culture. The top plot
shows concentration measurements from 12 sensors placed in 6 bioreactors. The black line is saturating
oxygen concentration as predicted from atmospheric pressure. Blue curves are from reactors with the
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highest oxygen absorption potential, green are from bioreactors with mid range absorption potential
and red are from bioreactors with the lowest oxygen absorption potential. The initial high
concentration and spike at day 1 result from medium exchanges where oxygen saturated medium was
added to the bioreactor. The oxygen sensor above the scaffold in one of the high oxygen bioreactors
(blue lines) appears not to have been completely submerged in the medium during the first day.
Absorption potential and metabolic activity during this day are therefore not representative. During the
second day, absorption potential (middle plot) agrees with predictions from the models. The gradual
decline in consumption (bottom plot) indicates a progressively decline in metabolic activity. The black
line in this plot is the product of flow rate and saturating oxygen concentration, indicating the total
amount of oxygen that would be available for consumption if absorption potential is driven to 100%.
3.5.2 Biological results
Total protein measurements from 4 culture experiments comparing various oxygen environments are
shown in figure 3.17. This figure shows one experiment with mouse hepatocytes and three with rat
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Figure 3.17: Total protein retained in the scaffold at the end of culture. A small but consistent trend
shows that high oxygen content bioreactors retain more cells as measured by total protein.
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Figure 3.18: Albumin production and total bile acid production in different oxygen environments.
Seen from these experiments, the high oxygen environment fosters increased cellular retention and
higher activity as measured by albumin production.
3.5.3 High oxygen capacity bioreactor
Based on the results obtained from rat studies, an array of high oxygen bioreactors was developed. A
schematic of the plate is shown in figure 3.19. Each bioreactor is identical to the high oxygen capacity
system investigated in the above studies. This bioreactor delivers a maximum amount of oxygen to the
tissue when used in a standard CO2 incubator. Low oxygen levels can be achieved in specialized
incubators. This bioreactor configuration offers the highest degree of control of the oxygen
environment and minimizes sensitivity to variations in experimental parameters such as medium depth.
As mentioned previously, the drawbacks of this configuration include the volume of culture medium
required in each well, and the reduced density of bioreactors on the plate. Even with constraints on
array density, the spacing between bioreactors is exactly 9 mm, the same distance between wells on a
96-well plate, which allows use of a standard 12 channel pipette and facilities cell seeding and sampling.
Figure 3.19: High oxygen content bioreactor
3.6 Experimental application of oxygen sensors
Online sensing of oxygen concentration is also useful for understanding the full timecourse of the
response to an experimental treatment. This utility was demonstrated in a toxicology study where the
cells were treated with varying concentrations of a drug that has been found toxic to the liver,
perhexiline73 . After three days in culture, rat hepatocytes were treated with a range of dosing
conditions expressed as a multiple of the maximum concentration measured in human plasma after a
single dose Cmax (0.6 ig mL')74.
Oxygen concentration in the treated cultures was monitored during the 24 hour period following the
initial dose, figure 3.20. Seen in this figure there is an immediate response followed by a stabilization of
metabolic activity after roughly 12 hours. By monitoring the oxygen concentration the full timecouse of
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Figure 3.20: Oxygen concentration measurements following drug dose (day 3) show an immediate drug
response, followed by stabilization in metabolic activity after roughly 12 hours.
Metabolic activity as measured by oxygen consumption at the end of the experiment, figure 3.21, shows
a dose related response over the conditions tested. This indicates that oxygen consumption
measurements have resolution to identify differences across the treatment conditions.
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Figure 3.21: Oxygen concentration and oxygen consumption at the end of the drug incubation show a
clear dose response to the drug. Error bars indicate the standard deviation in consumption
measurements over the last 7 hours of culture.
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Oxygen consumption by the cells is influenced by the oxygen delivering capacity of the bioreactor
system. The oxygen environment of the system can be modulated by the design of the surface area for
oxygen exchange. The influence of differences in the oxygen environment on tissue function was
investigated and an optimal design was selected. Oxygen measurements provide a real-time readout of
tissue activity and bioreactor characteristics. These measurements allow access to the full time-course




There is a growing recognition for the value of noninvasive, real-time data collection in cell culture
experiments20-. Non-invasive, online data collection increases the yield from each experiment by
offering insight into the full time-course of a treatment rather than discrete sampling intervals.
Maximizing the amount of information collected in an experiment is particularly important for studies
involving precious materials such as primary human cells, or when using advanced culture environments
geared towards recreation of complicated tissue function. Online system monitoring also allows instant
validation of experimental parameters, potentially allowing for adjustments to the current experiment,
rather than a follow on experiment which could be several weeks delayed.
Optical sensors that can measure the excitation characteristics of an indicator material have received a
large amount of attention over the past decade20 -27, 7. Indicator materials are selected such that their
fluorescent properties are predictably influenced by the surrounding environment. These types of
sensors can provide non-invasive, cost effective means for continuous monitoring of key culture
conditions including oxygen, CO2, and pH23 . Oxygen concentration can be measured by examination of
the florescent intensity or decay time of an excited ruthenium complex34, 76-78. Oxygen concentration is
an indicator of metabolism for eukaryotic cells and is therefore an ideal candidate for online monitoring.
Measurement of oxygen provides a sensitive, instant (real-time), non-invasive, and quantitative readout
of cellular metabolism and bioreactor operational performance.
Significant advances have been made in development of mechanically and chemically stable sensing
materials 28 , 29, but relatively few developments have been made in the sensing techniques used for
measurement. Currently three measurement techniques are employed. The first is to measure the
total emission intensity for a given excitation signal 4. This method suffers from signal drift, is
particularly sensitive to the intensity of excitation and requires frequent re-calibration. The second
method is to measure the phase lag between a sinusoidal reference signal and the response signal 3 0, 31
This method is problematic because it assumes that the florescence decay exactly fits a first order
exponential decay and only measures phase at a single frequency32 . The final method is to excite the
material with an impulse from a laser or a light emitting diode (LED) and to measure the response20 , 33-3s
This method is able to identify the time response to an impulse, but is subject to noise and averaging
multiple signals (to reduce noise) can be a slow process. Both the phase and impulse response
techniques are also used in florescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM). For FLIM analysis
simultaneous excitation with multiple frequencies has also been investigated but only with a limited
number of excitation frequencies, typically fewer than five.
This thesis describes an alternative approach where sensors excite a layer of ruthenium using a
stochastic signal. The stochastic signal simultaneously excites the sensor at all frequencies of interest.
Stochastic excitation allows rapid identification of the decay lifetime with relatively low noise.
The sensor employs a standard blue LED for exciting the ruthenium, a photodiode for recording the
emission signal and several optical filters for separating the LED excitation from the ruthenium emission.
The sensor has an 8.5 x 17.5 mm footprint so multiple sensors can be integrated into the lid of a tissue
culture plate for continual oxygen measurements in multiple wells (for reference the well to well spacing
in the bioreactor and in a 96-well plate is 9 mm).
This chapter contains a description of the oxygen sensor and discussion of the system identification
techniques employed to measure oxygen concentration.
4.2 Optical oxygen sensor background
Ruthenium complex materials (e. g. tris(2,2'-bipyridine)ruthenium dichloride) are often used to sense
the partial pressure of oxygen in an environment 34,76-78. When the ruthenium complex absorbs a photon
of light the absorbed energy promotes an electron from the ground state to an excited state. The
ruthenium complex will remain in the excited state for a short period of time and will return to the
ground state through one of several mechanisms. One such mechanism is through the emission of a
second photon, which can be observed by measuring emitted light. A second mechanism for returning
to the ground state is through quenching, in which no light is emitted. Since excited ruthenium is
quenched by molecular oxygen, the rate at which excited ruthenium returns to the ground state, or the
rate of fluorescence decay, is influenced by the degree of access between excited ruthenium and
molecular oxygen, or the local partial pressure of oxygen at the sensor. A third method for returning to
a ground state is through fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET), but this mechanism is not
applicable for the oxygen sensor.
The release of light for a simple fluorophore, and consequent return to the ground state, can be
described by a first order reaction
dM*
= -kM* oc fluorescent intensity (4.1)
where M* denotes the number of molecules in the excited state80 and k is the rate constant. The
solution to this equation is
I = Itoe/t (4.2)
where r = 1/k is the time constant for decay and / denotes the emission intensity. The time constant
and emission intensity are related to the partial pressure of oxygen by the Stern-Volmer equation,
-
- 1 + Ksv02I T
(4.3)
where 02 is the concentration of oxygen, Ksv is the Stern-Volmer constant, and ro and lo are the time
constant and emission intensity in the absence of oxygen. This equation can be derived from the rate
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Combined Decay Rate: = -keM* - ksv0 2 M* = -(ke + ksv0 2 )M*dt decay
Time Constant at Zero Oxygen:
Time Constant at arbitrary Oxygen: T
The Stern-Volmer equation for relating a time
concentration can now be formed,




constant to the time constant for decay at zero oxygen
)kSVO 2 = 1 + KSV02
The Stern-Volmer equation expressed as a ratio of fluorescent intensity to fluorescent intensity in the
absence of oxygen can be found using a similar approach. Excitation of ruthenium by the LED can be
described in a format similar to 4.4,
kex
photon + M -. M*) (4.8)Excitation:
where in this case the photon is incident on the ruthenium layer. If u(t) is used to quantify the amount
of incident photons, the differential equation describing the excitation process is
diW = kexu(t)M (4.9)dt excitation
which relates the contribution of incident light from the LED to the excitation of ruthenium. Assuming
that the total amount of ruthenium Mt is the sum of ruthenium in the excited and ground states, that




- M*)~ (kexM)u(t (4.10)dt excitation
where the product of kexM is approximately constant. Combining this equation with 4.5 gives,
dM* = -(ke + ksvo 2 )M*+ kexu(t) (4.11)
Mt
which combines the excitation and emission processes. When a steady state is reached under constant
dM*
excitation becomes 0. By rearranging the terms on the right hand side the Stern-Volmer equation
(4.1) is expressed as a ratio of fluorescent intensity (where I = keM*). More importantly, 4.11 is a
complete relationship between the input signal from the LED and the quantity of excited ruthenium as a
function of the concentration of oxygen. A state space model for the system is now available
x(t) = (ke + ksvO 2 )x(t) + kexu(t) (4.12)
y(t) = kpdx(t) (4.13)
where kpd represents the gain between emission and a measurement taken by the ADC. In practice the
Stern-Volmer equation 4.3 is used to deal with calibration constants and for converting dynamic
measurements of the system to oxygen concentrations.
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4.3 Calibrations and oxygen readouts
The two unknown constants in the Stern-Volmer equation roand ksv are found from calibration at two
or more known oxygen concentrations, typically zero oxygen and oxygen saturation in liquid. The




to find the Stern-Volmer constant. Additional time constant readings can be converted to oxygen
concentration using the two calibration values with
02 = S 5(LT -1 (4.15)
Since this is a nonlinear equation it is important to understand how the sensitivity of oxygen readouts to
error changes as a function of oxygen concentration. A plot of oxygen concentration versus the
measured time constant is shown in figure 4.1. Based on the shape of the curve, estimation error for
the time constant will have a large influence in the concentration measurement for high oxygen
concentrations, and will result in minimal error at low oxygen concentration. Calibration errors are also
have the same relationship. A 5% calibration error for high oxygen concentration will create an error in
the concentration measurement of roughly 6%, whereas the same error for the low calibration value will
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Figure 4.1: Influence of time constant measurement error on predicted oxygen concentration.
4.4 Optical oxygen sensor design
The ruthenium probe is excited using a blue LED and emitted fluorescence is measured using a
photodiode (Optek, Carrollton, Texas). Light from the LED passes through an optical filter (Chroma,
Bellows Falls, Vermont) then a plastic lens (Optima Precision, West Linn, Oregon) focuses the light into
an optical fiber (industrial Fiber Optics, Tempe, Arizona). A layer of ruthenium (Precision Sensing,
Regensburg, Germany) attached to the end of the fiber excites in response to the LED signal and emitted
light travels back along the optical fiber. The light emitted from the ruthenium is optically filtered and
luminescence is recorded using a photodiode, The optical properties of the filters, LED, photodiode are
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Figure 4.2: Optical properties of relevant sensor components and typical excitation and emission
spectrum of ruthenium complexes".
Electrical current from the photodiode is fed into a transimpedance amplifier (Texas Instruments, Dallas,
Texas) with a gain of 107. Voltage is measured using an ADC (Analog Devices, Norwood, Massachusetts)
and each reading is recorded using a microcontroller (Atmel, San Jose, California). The sensor circuit is
shown in figure 4.3. A maximum sampling rate of 2 MHz is achievable on the ADC and microcontroller,
and the response time of the LED and photodiode are in the nanosecond range.
The sensing probe was designed to be integrated onto the lid of a bioreactor so that oxygen can be
measured in each well. The footprint of the sensor is 8.5 x 17.5 mm in order to accommodate the 9 mm
spacing between wells. A photograph of the sensor is shown in figure 4.4. Optical filters and mirrors are
housed in a custom filter cube fabricated in house by 3D printing (Connex 500, Objet, Billerica, MA).
Mirrors in the filter cube are aligned so the photodiode and LED attach from a single printed circuit









Figure 4.3: Schematic representation of the oxygen measuring sensor. The ruthenium layer on the left
side of the schematic is placed in medium for oxygen analysis. The electronic circuit is controlled by a
microcontroller and readings from the ADC are sent to a computer for signal processing.
Figure 4.4: Oxygen sensor breakout showing LED and photodiode attached to the excitation,
amplification and measurement circuit board, The filter cube with lid removed shows placement of the





Figure 4.5: Schematic of filter cube showing blue LED and blue excitation filter. A first surface mirror is
used to reflect blue light to a dichroic mirror. Blue light reflected off the dichroic is sent through a lens
into the end of an optical fiber. Red light from the ruthenium probe is columnated by the lens, passed
through the dichroic and through an emission filter before intensity is measured on the photodiode.
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4.5 Measurement method
A stochastic binary sequence is generated by first creating a Gaussian sequence of random numbers
with zero mean and a standard deviation of 1. This sequence is then low pass filtered using a first order
filter with a time constant of 5x the sample frequency. Filtering is done to minimize overlap between
excitation frequency and sampling frequency. This signal is then centered around the mean and values
above zero are set to one with negative values set to zero. A binary pattern maximizes the average
amplitude of the input signal because the LED cycles between zero and full power throughout the cycle,
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Figure 4.6: Stochastic binary pattern applied to the LED for excitation of the ruthenium sensor and
response of the sensor for a short time segment. The x-axis shows time normalized by the sampling
interval (typically 1 to 10 pts).
The autocorrelation and power spectrum of the input signal are shown in figure 4.7. The
method for calculation of the correlation function is
RXY (T) = -j xty(t - T), (4.16)
where wide-sense stationary is assumed for t > 0. Since no periodic functions were used in this work,
and the power spectrum is used to calculate exponentially decaying functions, it was calculated on a
finite interval and values outside of the interval were truncated to zero. Using the relationship between
correlation functions Rxy(-T) = Ryx(c), cross-spectrum and power-spectrum were calculated by
<pxy(w))= } oo Rxy (r) e -TO F[Rxy(r)] + F[Ryx()] - Ryx(0) (4.17)
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Figure 4.7: Autocorrelation and power spectrum of the excitation signal. The sample interval is 6 ps and
the time constant for the first order low pass filter is 30 ps. The power spectrum of the excitation signal
is not exactly representative of a first order low pass filter because it has been hard limited.
The emission from the excited ruthenium is sensed on a photodiode and sampled using a 12-bit ADC. A
maximum of 12,288 (0x3000) 12-bit values can be stored on the microcontroller, so this sets the length
of the excitation signal. Upon completion of an excitation and measurement sequence, data is sent




4.5.1 System identification, selection of the model
Since the signal is sampled at discrete intervals, the continuous state space equation 4.12 is converted
to a discrete form using forward differences (Euler's approximation),
(q)x(t) = x(t+=)-x(t) -(ke + ksv0 2 )x(t) + kexU(L) (4.18)
where q is a time shift operator such that qkx(t) = x(t + k). Rearranging this equation yields
x (t) = _ u(t) (4.19)
x 1) -(i Tk-TkSVO 2 )q- 1
which can be substituted into equation 4.13 for a relationship between measurement y and input u
y(t) = kplk-T q- 1  u(t) (4.20)
To simplify notation two constants are introduced
A 0 2 = 1 - Tk - Tksv0 2  (4.21a)
B = kpdkexT (4.21b)
where 02 is considered a constant because it varies on time scales much greater than the duration of a
single measurement. The notation A0 2 is used as a reminder that A is a function of oxygen
concentration. Re-arranging 4.20 and adding a noise term yields
y(t) = A0 2 y(t - 1) + Bu(t - 1) + v(t) (4.22)
A second model structure can also be formed starting from 4.20 and using the solution for an infinite
geometric series2,
A different approximation for this derivative could have been selected such as Tustin's formula (2/T*(q-1)/(q+1))
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y(t) = Bq-1 u(t) = Bq-1 X 0 Ak q-ku) (21-A 0 2 q-1k=0 )(.3
After re-arranging terms and adding a noise term the second model is formed,
y(t) = B A k-1 u(t - k) + v(t) (4.24)
which leaves a choice between two model structures, a finite impulse response (FIR) with 4.24 and
autoregressive with exogenous input (ARX) with 4.22. The fundamental difference between these two
structures is that the FIR predicts measurements using only the input sequence into the system. The
ARX structure predicts the next measurement based on the input to the system and the previous state
of the system, i.e. the previous measurement. While the ARX structure only estimates two terms for a
first order model, the FIR model must estimate an infinite series. In practice however this series of
terms decays to zero over a finite interval.
The advantage of the FIR structure is that the parameter involving oxygen Ao, is not directly linked to a
measurement which will always have some noise level associated with it, but is instead tied to a
deterministic input sequence u. The second advantage is that it is better equipped to handle errors in
the model structure. If for example, the time constants for the electronic sensing equipment begin to
influence the measurement the FIR model structure can seamlessly shift towards a second order model,
whereas ARX would require re-formulation. There are several problems with this model structure
however. The first is that it requires estimation of multiple parameters, although this is not a limitation
in practice because the excitation signal is persistent to a very high order. The second problem is that
the time constant A- is not directly estimated by minimization of error using the original data, but is
instead based on minimizing error by fitting a non-linear first order impulse response curve to the series
of measured FIR coefficients.
2 E',a' = 1/(1 + a), assuming I a <1
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The second model is advantageous in that it requires the estimation of only two parameters and directly
minimizes the prediction error as a result of selecting the time constant. However, as mentioned above
it is more sensitive to noise from the measurement of y.
4.5.2 Least squares estimation of model parameters
Both 4.22 and 4.24 are equations that linearly combine known system inputs with constant coefficients.
This system can be represented them using,
y(t) = <p'(t) + v(t) = OU'<(t) + v(t) (4.25)
where the constant coefficients are contained in 0 and the appropriate inputs are represented using cp,
0 = [b,-..-,bnb, a,--,,ana]T (4.26)
<p = [u(t - 1), , u(t - nb), y(t - 1),-,Ty(t - (4.27)
For equation 4.24 the coefficients for the infinite series decay to zero over some interval nb, and the
number of y terms in <p(t), na, is zero. A measurement predictor can now be formed from the model
f(t|o) = <pT(t)& (4.28)
and the model coefficients that minimize error between the data set [yN, u N] C ZN and the prediction
f(t|I). This is done by quantifying error using a cost function
VN(OIZN) N 1) - 2(4.29)
then solving dVN/dO = 0 to find the model 0 that minimizes the function.
At this point it is simpler to use vector notation for the measurements and input sequences
? = [f(1) ... (N)] T (4.30a)
Y = [y(l)
V= [v(1)
and so the cost function (4.29) becomes
VN(OIZN) 2[ yT[_y]=I[Tg y]T[TO y] (4.32)
and taking the derivative
VN(&IZN) = I± [ _T0 - y]T[(TQ - y] = N - y] = 0 (4.33)
which leads to an important equality
CDT = N (4.34)
Substituting P-1 =-CDT and B =CY into 4.33 and solving for 0 yields the least squares solution,N N
0 = PB (4.35)
It is important at this point to understand the potential sources of error that could bias the estimation of
0. By substituting a representation of the true system (4.36) into equation 4.34 and rearranging terms,
y(t) = <p(t)O6 + v(t) (4.3(
CDT # = <D(DTO + V) (4.37







0 - 0o = PF (4.38)
where F = P[v]. So the bias between the estimated model & and the true system dynamics 00 isN
influenced by the noise term v(t) in equation 4.36 and the parameters that are selected as inputs to the
model, cp(t) = [u(t - 1), ---,u(t - nb), y(t - 1), -- , y(t - na)]T. While the excitation pattern u(t)
and noise should always be uncorrelated, thus the expectation of their product is zero, it is not clear
that a previous sample of the system will be uncorrelated with noise in the current sample. Because the
primary goal is to measure the true dynamics of the ruthenium, and an accurate noise predictor is less
important, the low possibility of measurement bias in the FIR structure is of critical importance.
4.5.3 Computation of P, B, F using auto-and cross correlations
The final step is to compute P 1 - 1 $p 4 T and B = OY, then to solve for 0. The simplest approach isN N
to first compute the auto and cross correlation for the input and measurement sequences using 4.16.
The matrices P- and B can be formed from the first several terms in these correlation functions. This
approach is demonstrated by stepping through the calculation of 1 $Da17.
N
The sequence of data has been set up such that the first u value in the excitation sequence occurs at
t = 0 and the data is stored in at u[0]. The first measurement occurs at t = IT where T is the sample
interval, and the data is stored in y[0]. The excitation pattern and the sequence of observations have
the same length but all observations are time shifted one sample interval forwards. This time shift is
important for the following notation.
For a measurement sequence with N observations of y, each of the N columns in the input matrix cD
contain the relevant inputs for a particular measurement,
Column 1 --- Column N
u(1 -1) --- u(N - 1)
= u(1 - nb) --- u(N - nb) (4.39a)
y(1 - 1 - 1) --- y(N - 1 - 1)
-y(1 - 1 - na) --- y(N - 1 - na)-
where the first number is associated with the column (the first column is the input history for the first
measurement and so on) and each of the y values are shifted backwards one time step to align with the
input. Since the system is initially at rest all u(t < 0) and y(t < 0) are zero. This is a useful matrix for
understanding the total number of parameters that can be predicted. Essentially a system of N
equations (measurements) with nb + na unknowns (model terms) has been created. If N = nb + na
then the system of equations can be solved to exactly specify the model parameters in 0. Generally
there are more measurements (equations) than model terms so the system is over constrained and an
exact solution is not possible; thus the model parameters are estimated by minimizing the error
associated with a cost function. If however, there are fewer independent columns in V than rows, there
is no unique solution for parameters that minimize a certain cost function, and the measurements do
not provide enough information to uniquely identify the model parameters.
Recognizing that each row of 4.39a represents the entire input sequence shifted by a constant amount,
a time shift operator q can be factored out
q [u(0) - u(N - 1)]
= ql-b W[u(0) - u(N - 1)] (4.39b)
q0 ~1[y(O) -- y(N - 1)]
qOl0 [y(O) --- y(N - 1)]
The final step is to compute 1 fp$T and I Y from equation 4.34,N NV
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q0 (u] q0[u]
I 1-n [u -q0 [u]
4-1 .0q [y] q 0 [u]
q-na [y] qo[u]
q 0 (u] ql-nb []
-1 .[] ql-nb [u]
q-na[y] ql-nb [u]
q0 [u] - q-1[y]








Using the property that for a wide sense stationary input with large N,
limN -- 1u(t) = E[u(t)] (4.41)
the terms in the above matrix 4.40 can be represented by terms of the auto and cross correlation
functions
p- 1 = 
1 @DT
N
Ru(1 - 1) --- Ru(nb - 1)
Ru1 - nb) --- Ru(nb- nb)
Ryu(0 - 1) - RyU(nb - 1 - 1)
Ryu(0 - na) --- R yu(nb - 1I na)
Ry (2 - 1) --- Ruy(na + 1 -1)
RUY(2 - nb) Ruy(na + 1 -nfb)
Ry (0) 
--- Ry(na - 1)
Ry(1 - na) --- Ry (0)
The formation of and GY follows the same procedure and the result isN
1 1 y(B N-Y N-
N N
y) -u(t)
t) - u(t + 1 - nfb)
y(t y(t - 1)
y(t) Y(t - na)
Ryu(0)








v(t) - u(t) - Rvu(0)
1 1 v(t) -u(t + 1 - nb) _ Rvu(nb - 1)F = - CPV = - (4.44)N N v(t) y(t - 1) Ry(1)
SV(t) (t - na) Rvy(na)
Formation of these matrices using values from the auto-correlation and cross-correlations offers a very
simple method for quickly estimating parameters in multiple different model structures without re-
calculating P-1 and B from scratch. It also may be possible to set up conditions for determining an
optimal model structure directly through inspection of the autocorrelation and cross correlations
although this was not investigated.
4.5.4 Computing model parameters
Once measurements have been taken with the sensor, the data is sent to the computer for processing.
The excitation signal and measured response are first centered around their mean and the magnitude of
the binary input is set to 1024. The auto and cross-correlations of the two signals are then found using
4.16. Depending on the model, either ARX (4.22) or FIR (4.24) the appropriate P and B matrices are
formed and the model parameters are found using 4.35. A prediction of the measured signal is found by
convolving the b parameters in 4.26 with the input spectrum using the discrete convolution integral,
(f * g)() X of (-)g(t - T) (4.45)
A vector of the a terms in 4.26 is formed with a zero inserted before the first term. This vector is then
convolved with the measured signal and added to the measurement prediction. Because the first term
in the a vector is zero the predicted signal at any point only depends on previously measured values.
Figure 4.8 shows a comparison between the measured signal and predicted signal for both model
structures, with the difference between prediction and measurement shown in red.
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Figure 4.8: Measured signal and predicted signal for two different model structures, the ARX model is on
the left and FIR is on the right. The prediction error is shown in red which is comparable for both
models.
The variance of the measured signal that is accounted for by the model is comparable for both
structures, suggesting both models accurately describe the system. Additionally, there is a highly linear
relationship between the physical measurement for a given time point and the corresponding
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Figure 4.9: The relationship between measurement and model prediction indicates a linear system.
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System dynamics were analyzed in the frequency domain by the ratio of the cross spectrum between
the measured output and input signal and the power spectrum of the input signal #y/#5. The














Figure 4.10: Dynamics of the ruthenium sensor presented in the frequency domain. The top and bottom
charts show the gain and phase portions of the Bode plot. The middle plot compares the power








The power spectrum of the measured signal and power spectrum of the noise were also analyzed. The
noise referenced here is not noise in the true sense, but simply the portion of the signal that is not
predictable by the model. Since a FIR model was used in this scenario, noise is the portion of the signal
that is not predicable based on the excitation pattern. These plots are shown in figure 4.10. Seen in this
figure there is some noise in the measured signal between 10 and 100 kHz, but generally the magnitude
of the signal is well above noise.
4.5.5 Analysis of noise
Several additional properties of the noise were investigated, the autocorrelation and probability density,
figure 4.11. Seen here, the noise follows a Gaussian distribution. Also, there is a correlation between
the noise in one sample and the noise in the following series of samples. As was previously shown in
equation 4.38 this could introduce a bias in the estimation of the true system model.
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Figure 4.11: Autocorrelation of the measured noise and probability density histogram.
Performing the same analysis using the ARX model leads to a very different result because this model
has access to previous measurements and thus estimates the noise dynamics. Figure 4.12 shows the
autocorrelation of the prediction error for an ARX structure with two parameters and one with 100
parameters. By giving the model a huge number of degrees of freedom the level of noise that is
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completely unpredictable can be determined, The variance of completely random noise is below 1,500,
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Figure 4.12: Autocorrelation of the prediction error for an ARX model structures with 2 parameters and
for a structure with 100 parameters.
4.5.6 Computing the time constant
Two models to describe the system have now been developed. In order to use these models to predict
oxygen concentration the first order time constant is found. The output of the FIR model is the impulse
response of the system, shown in figure 4.13. The first order impulse is characterized by two
parameters, the gain and time constant. These parameters (A and B from equation 4.24) are estimated
using the Leven berg-Marquardt algorithm for non-linear least squares. Once A and B have been found,
both the FIR and ARX models are completely characterized by only two parameters. Unfortunately,
fitting the terms found using the FIR model to a first order time constant means that the time constant is
not determined directly by the data set, but indirectly through the terms in the FIR model. It is not
guaranteed that the time constant found through this method will minimize the original least squares
cost function 4.29 based on the data set.
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The impulse response for a representative data set is shown in figure 4.13. This figure plots the 25
measured FIR terms directly from the model and also shows a first order exponential decay fit to these
terms. The plot also shows the impulse response as measured by the ARX model. The ARX and fit FIR
curves are basically overlapping.
0.6
FIR Terms
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Figure 4.13: Measured impulse response at atmospheric oxygen.
Since the system was sampled at discrete intervals, the final step is to convert the A coefficient to a time
constant. Measurements of an event with initial magnitude U at discrete time intervals kT following
the event, as predicted by first order decay are
Yk=1 =Ue - (T -8)/ (Ue "IT) (e-TIT) 1
Yk=2 Ue / (2(-) Ue/ (eT)
2
y=B (eTIT BAk





where S represents a constant time difference between the original event and the sample intervals. The
final equation, 4.47 shows the relation between the time constant and the A02 term in the models.
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4.5.7 Oxygen measurement
The oxygen sensor was enclosed in a vacuum, figure 4.14, and measurements were made across a range
of pressures. The measured time constant using and FIR model and the measured gain were used in the
Stern-Volmer equation 4.3 to estimate oxygen partial pressure. Calibration coefficients Ksv and To were
found by nonlinear curve fitting of the data.
Figure 4.15 shows the oxygen partial pressure as predicted by the oxygen sensor plotted against the
oxygen partial pressure as measured on the gauge (POz = 0.2 09 5 Patm). There is a very good
correspondence between oxygen measured on the sensor and the partial pressure as calculated from
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Figure 4.14: Oxygen calibration environmental chamber. The oxygen sensor is contained inside the
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Figure 4.15: Oxygen partial pressure as measured by the optical sensor is compared with oxygen partial
pressure measured using a pressure gauge.
4.5.8 Minimizing the excitation period
These sensors are expected to measure oxygen concentration for a very long period of time (~week
timescale experiments) at short sampling intervals (~minute timescale) requiring ~10,000
measurements for each experiment. They are expected to be reusable, thus it is highly desirable to
minimize the possibility of photo-bleaching the sensor by minimizing the excitation period.
In order to observe the convergence of the parameter estimations, the recursive least squares algorithm
was used to calculate the time constant and gain for each sample. After an initial estimation of model
parameters O using the first ~100 measurements, the model iterates using the following equations
K = Pt(Pt C Rmxl (4.48)
1+p Ptt
Ot = t-1 + K(y - t (4.49)
p _p _ Pt-1(P(t(J(t)Pt-1 (4.50)1+VT(t)pt_1 ptt)
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Term convergence using three different models was traced using this method and the results are shown
in figure 4.16. The first two models have an FIR structure with 25 and 15 terms, and the third model
uses the ARX structure. Seen in the figure, the different model structures are fairly consistent in their
estimation of the time constant and rate of convergence. The parameters stabilize after roughly 6,000
samples, indicating the need for a 36 ms excitation period. The error variance for the parameter
estimates is overlaid on the top x-axis. It appears that none of the models perfectly minimize the error
in the time constant. This discrepancy is because the ARX model has been converted to an FIR structure
with no access to previous measurements, and the FIR models have been fit to a first order exponential.
Measurement Error Variance
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Figure 4.16: Observation of the convergence of the estimated time constant overlaid with error variance
for an FIR model fit to a first order decay.
This analysis was preformed for 16 measurements at atmospheric oxygen. The intensity of the signal at
atmospheric oxygen is lowest, so these measurements likely represent a worst case scenario based on a
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low signal to noise ratio. Figure 4.17 shows the convergence of model parameters for a number of
individual measurements, each using the ARX structure. Again, convergence is observed after around
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Figure 4.17: Convergence of model parameters for 16 individual measurements at atmospheric oxygen.
4.5.9 Multiplexing sensors with different input signals
Since the sensor is excited using a stochastic pattern it is possible to measure emission from multiple
samples using the same photodiode. This can be demonstrated by adding the recorded signals from
measurements were the excitation patterns were independent, then performing the system
identification technique as usual. Since the excitation patterns are independent, emission from one
sensor will appear as noise when analyzed according to the first excitation pattern. If two sensors are
multiplexed together the signal to noise ratio (SNR) should be close to 1; for three sensors SNR should
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decrease to a half and so on. Figure 4.18 shows the 'measurement' which is the true measurement
using one pattern corrupted by a second the measurement using an independent excitation pattern.
The signal to noise ratio has decreased to 1 as indicated by 50% variance accounted for, yet model
parameters are still predicted accurately.
Variance Accounted for: 50.12% Estimated FIR Parameters
- Measured - - Pure Signal
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Figure 4.18: Multiplexing two sensors results in low SNR but model parameters are accurately predicted
Although in practice it is difficult to implement this using the current configuration of LED's and
photodiodes it is easy to envision a configuration where this technique could be useful.
4.6 Discussion
An oxygen sensor that can be integrated onto the lid of a bioreactor or tissue culture plate to measure
oxygen concentration during cell culture experiments has been developed. Multiple oxygen sensors can
be integrated into a single lid in order to measure conccentartion in all wells. The sensors excite a layer
of rutheinum using a stocastic binary signal from a LED. This approach allows rapild identification of the
system dynamics of the ruthenium, from which oxygen concentration mesaurements are obtained. The
sensors exihibt very low noise levels and above 99% of the variance in measurements can be accoutned
for using using models with only two parameters.
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System identification algorithms based on the autocorrelation and cross-correlations of the input signal
and measured response are used. With these correlations, all of the information needed for parameter
estimation is contained in a surprisingly small number of terms from the autocorrelation and cross
correlation functions. In the case of the ARX model with na = 1, nb = 1 the entire system model is
found using only 5 terms as shown in 4.55
& = Gain] = R Ruy(1)]1 [ (O) (4.55)
le- /R U R(1) RY(0) IRY(1)
Although this approach has been demonstrated using ruthenium for sensing oxygen, a number of other




This thesis describes the development of a perfusion bioreactor that fosters the three dimensional
culture of liver tissue. The system provides continuous flow of culture medium through a bed of tissue
contained in the scaffold. Micro-fluidic pumping systems have been integrated into the device so that
the entire culture environment is contained in the format of a standard tissue culture plate. The system
integrates seamlessly into existing cell culture facilities.
The robust nature of the pumping system has been demonstrated through extensive characterization.
Constant, reliable flow rates are produced by setting a deterministic pump stroke volume and
modulating the pump cycle frequency. The pulsatile output from the pumping system is converted to a
continuous flow through the use of a fluidic capacitor. Performance of the capacitor has been validated
using high-speed imaging to capture the flow output from the pump on a millisecond time scale.
The oxygen environment within the system has been carefully evaluated using a combination of models
and measurements. Models were used to predict how bioreactor geometry influences oxygen
concentration. With this knowledge, a bioreactor was designed to create several different oxygen
environments and this bioreactor was used to determine ideal culture conditions for liver cells. Based
on the results from these studies, an ideal oxygen environment was selected and bioreactors that create
this environment were fabricated. The utility of online oxygen concentration measurements as an
indicator of cell health was also demonstrated.
Optical oxygen sensors were developed. These sensors utilize a stochastic excitation pattern to identify
microsecond time scale quenching dynamics of ruthenium complexes by molecular oxygen. Measured
fluorescence decay rates can be used to determine the local concentration of oxygen. Stochastic
excitation is a novel approach for this class of chemical sensors. The stochastic excitation approach
could potentially be used for a variety of additional environmental sensors including CO2 and pH.
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APPENDIX
Appendix A.1: Generations of bioreactor devices
Reactor A: 2 devices fabricated
- Fluidic plate is made from polysulfone and can be sterilized by autoclave
- 13 mm diameter capacitor
- Pneumatic lines are sealed with tape
- Pneumatic connections to controller through nozzles
- Narrow surface channels connect the reactor and reservoir wells
- Filter supports and gaskets are required for reservoir wells
Reactor B: 1 device fabricated
- Capacitor is covered with dome to ensure the gasket below the scaffold does not slip into the
capacitor region
Reactor C: 2 devices fabricated
- Capacitor dome is removed but diameter is reduced to 10 mm to prevent gasket from slipping
Reactor D: 3 devices fabricated
- fluidic channels are drilled at angles to prevent pneumatic leaks between pump features
- filter supports are integrated into reservoir wells, eliminates need for reservoir gaskets
Reactor E: 7 devices fabricated
- extraction pockets on the sides of the scaffold do not reach the bottom of the well, this prevents
gasket from slipping out into the pockets
Reactor F: 11 devices fabricated
- pneumatic plates fabricated using solvent bonding, pneumatic indicators added
- pneumatic connections to the controller are made with auto-shut off valves in docking stations
- surface channel widened to increase oxygen absorption
- membranes fabricated by laser machining
Reactor G: 6 devices fabricated
- devices no longer fabricated in house
- screw placement adjusted to improve seals
Reactor H: 3 devices fabricated
- variable oxygen environment: long, medium and short surface channels
- scaffold diameter reduced to 10 mm, capacitor diameter reduced to 8 mm
- filter support integrated into reactor well completely eliminates gaskets
- no filter is used in the reservoir well
Reactor 1: 10 devices fabricated
- all high oxygen capacity
- well to well spacing is 9 mm
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Appendix A.2: Scaling the mass transport equation
The governing transport equation is
aC
-= -vVC + DV 2 C - R
at
In order to reduce it to dimensionless form, relevant length and velocity scales should be selected and
the first two terms on the right hand side of the equation should be scaled. The V denotes the gradient
a
operator which reduces to V= - for one dimension in rectangular coordinates.
V* = V/, V*== LV
using these scales, the transport equation becomes
ac 
- f v*V*C + (LV*2C 
- R.
at (~L) kL.2
Scaling of concentration and reaction terms depends on the order of the reaction and the range of
possible concentrations for the problem of interest. Concentration is generally scaled using
C*= C-Cmin
Cmax -Cniin'
where if there is any reaction term, the minimum concentration is zero. The order of the reaction n
influences the scaling of the reaction parameter. There are three types of reactions worth considering,
zero order, first order and Michaelis-Menten. In zero order kinetics the reaction rate is a constant
R = ko, for first order the reaction rate is proportional to the local concentration R = kiC, and for
Michaelis-Menten the reaction rate R = RmaxC could fall into either a zero or first order regime
km+C
depending on a characteristic concentration km. Where concentrations appear in these rate equations
(C and kin), they should be scaled using the same maximum concentration shown above. After dividing
through by Cma the governing equation becomes
Zero Order: at - -( V*V*C* + ()V*2C* (ko
First Order: t - V*V*C* + ( *2C* - (ki)C*
Michaelis-Menten: a*C+ ***C*
Each of the constant coefficients for terms on the right hand side of the equation represents the inverse
of the time scale for that process (1/P is the time scale for flow). The largest of these coefficients
represents the dominant process that maximally influences the rate of change of concentration. The
three ratios for each of these terms give several common dimensionless numbers that can be used in
order of magnitude analysis of a given transport-reaction scenario.
Pec let Number: Pe _ convective transport diffusion time i-
diffusive transport convection time D
Thiele Modulus:<p2 - reaction diffusion time L
2 kCno1
diffusive transport reaction time D
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Damkohler Number3 : Da = transport - diffusion time = LkCn
reaction transport time V
When the Michaelis-Menten reaction is used, care should be given to the unknown concentration term
C* when formulating the Thiele Modulus and the Damkohler number. Depending on the ratio of C*
to k*, the time scale for the reaction should or should not include a concentration.
Once the dominant time scale has been selected, all terms are multiplied by the characteristic time
scale. Typically the dominant time scale (fastest - smallest) time scale is used. The resulting equation
will have one term on the right hand side with no coefficient and two terms with the above
dimensionless numbers for coefficients. The smallest time scale is used such that the terms either
remain close to unity or are multiplied by very small coefficients and thus can be removed from the
equation without a significant impact on the result (the alternative of selecting long time scales pushes
some terms to 'explode' and is thus undesirable). The final equation, assuming convection is dominant
and using Michaelis-Menten kinetics becomes
ag* = -v*V*C* + (V*zC*- (L Rmax C*
at* V,) \cmax k7C ,*n+c*
and when substituting the dimensionless numbers becomes
ac* V*V*C* + Pe-1V* 2 C* - Da c*
at* k* +c*
Note on Selection of Characteristic Scales for Normalization:
Scaling the governing equation to dimensionless form is important because the order of magnitude of
various transport mechanisms is revealed facilitating a comparison of terms and often resulting in
drastic simplifications of the equation. The crucial step is selecting the appropriate constants for scaling.
The idea is to factor out constants so unknown local derivative terms all have an order of magnitude of
1. For example if an equation term is av/x representing the local gradient of velocity, although this
term is unknown, an average velocity and total length scale are known. Terms should be scaled using
these known quantities, (P/L) av*/ax*, such that the unknown local velocity gradient is close to 1, and
the total magnitude (importance) of the term is defined by a known constant. Depending on the
magnitude of the constant, it may be possible to eliminate this term from the calculation. If
inappropriate scaling constants are used, the order of magnitude of local derivatives may not be 1, and
inaccuracies will result.
Unknown local derivative terms shown
' v22it in red with known scales shown in
2dv L 2. black. Scaling unknown local
parameters to characteristic values sets
dv1/dL, the local derivative terms close to unity.
3 The transport term in the Damkohler number could either be diffusion or convection, convection is used here
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Appendix A.3: 1D Radial diffusion reaction finite differences
Governing Equation:
= D ['+ r c)+ ] maxC
Discretized:
,_CW C-- - p - - --Ce --
rw rp re
C +1-Cp 1 1 rw+rp Cw-Cp Typ+re Cp-Ce RmaxCp
At [rpAr 2 Ar 2 Ar j km+Cp
Ct+1 = C, +At D (rw+rp)C,-(r,+2rp +re)Cp+(rp+re)Ce - RmaxCp
2rpar2 km+Cp
In vector form:
Ct+1 = (1 - At D 0 2 rw+ 2 rp+re _ At Rmax D At 2  +rp A0 2 p+re\t Ar 2 2rp km+Cp Ar2 2rp 2 2rp
C= [C1  --- CN],
rp = r + Ar([1 N] - 0.5),
2 Cedge, CO = 2edge - C1 known interface concentration
Do2 CN~CN+1 = 0, C+ 1 = CN, known interface transportAr
ro = rf, radius of flow path
rp = r + nAr, radius at a point














Oxygen Diffusion and Reaction in 1D cylindrical coords.
Reaction used MM equation: R = RmaxC/(km+C)
rc = channel radius (mm)
rf =fluid path radius (mm)
h = channel height (mm)
N = number of points to estimate
C = concentration
c0 = fixed concentration at inside offluid channel
Do2 = diffusion coefficient for 02 (sq mm /s)
Rmax = max consumption rate (uM/s or pmol/uL/sec)
km = MM rate parameter (R = Rmax*C/(km+C))
'F5' runs the simulation
Created on Mon Apr 25 11:36:49 2011
@author: winman@mit.edu
from _future_ import division
from _future__ import print-function
import os
import matplotlib.pyplot as pit













r = rf + dr*(np.arange(1,N+1)-0.5)
rw = rf + dr*(np.arange(N)-0.5)


















if name_ == " main ":
os.chdir(os.path.expanduser('-\ \Desktop')
df = [0.1, 0.125, 0.15, 0.175, 0.2, 0.225, 0.25]
R, Rf, C, t, r, V= [], [], [], [], [], []





























Appendix A.4: Navier-Stokes approximations using finite differences
The algorithm for modeling Navier-Stokes equation was adopted from Seibold (http://www-
math.mit.edu/cse/codes/mit18086_navierstokes.pdf). This algorithm solves Navier-Stokes equations,
by dividing the time derivative into several sub-steps.
au au~ au ~ap + (a 2 U a
NS, x-dimension: = U +V ) +2+ - +NSx-imesin:atk ax ay ax Re a 2  a~
av {av av\ ap 1 [ 2V a 2 VNS, y-dimension: t u + V + + -. + ay2
continuity equation: + = 0
ax ay
Analysis of the first term on the right hand side of the Navier Stokes proceeds explicitly (forward in time)
since this term is nonlinear. Progressing forward in time is slow because the fluid profile can only be
allowed change by a small amount for each node. This limit is set so that the changes during any single
time step should only influence nodes that are directly adjacent.
The viscosity terms are handled next. These terms are linear so they can be handled implicitly by solving
a system of equations. Since a system of equations is used, all nodes can interact and there is no
limitation on the total amount of change during any one time step. This speeds up the computation
considerably. Finally, the pressure term is combined with the continuity and is also treated implicitly.
These three sub-steps are performed for each iteration in time until the flow profiles stabilize.
In order to begin to account for the three dimensional geometry of the system, a fully 3D continuity
equation was used. The depth of the four sidewalls for every node is used as a constraint so that
continuity is appropriately maintained as the depth of the simulation changes. Simulation depth
changes in the bioreactor when fluid flows from the cylindrical well to the rectangular surface channel,
and when the surface channel tapers between the scaffold and reservoir.
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Appendix A.5: Analysis of flow in the filter
mm/Filter Hydraulic Permeability: 0.735 rn/s Filter thickness: 0.11 mm
kPa
Permeability normalized to thickness 80 x 10 nm = mm
3 S
s kPa kg
Does no-slip boundary condition influence, or is Darcy permeability govern, use Brinkman Equation:
VP = 1V2V _IV
K
Comparison of p/L 2 = 7.1 x 10~7 kg /0.11am2 = 5.8 x 10-s kB with 1/K = 12.5 kg shows
mm S mM3 , mm 3 s
Darcy permeability dominates and viscosity can be neglected. Continuity and the Darcy Permeability
equation must be solved simultaneously.
Continuity: 0 = Vv = rvr ±v-
r ar ay
dP dPDarcy's Law: v = -KVp, vr = K, v = -K -
dr' Y dy
Combining the two equations yields
(-K- +- '-K- =
rar dr ay dyl
Discretizing the equation on the same grid as in A.3 (with the concentration field replaced by the
pressure field yields
(rw+r)/2P.-(rw/2+rp+re/2)Pp+(r+re)/2P, Pn-2Py+Ps
rAr2  Ay 2
1 (rw+rp) rw+2r,+r+ 2 1 (rpre) 1
P- + Pw-- P + P + Pn=0Ay 2 P+ 2rAr 2  2rpAr 2  Ay2 2rpAr 2 e± 2
Boundary Conditions:
The boundary conditions of the regions outlined with blue boxes in figure A.4.1, at the centerline of the
channel, underneath the cells and at the outside of the simulation all specify a known velocity (v = 0),
so the boundary condition is dp/dx=v/K. At the center of the channel and below the filter the velocity is
unknown but there is a constant (arbitrary) pressure across this surface, so P=0 at the top and P=1
(dimensionless) at the bottom. The final solution can be scaled to find the appropriate total flow.




The solution is found by solving a system of equations 0=[coefficients matrix]*[pressure vector]+[P
boundary condition]. This will result in a pressure field. Darcy's law can now be used to find the velocity
between each of the nodes.
Internal nodes are simple to formulate. Nodes on the boundary are a bit more complicated, but they
follow the same pattern. This will be demonstrated setting up a single node, at the bottom left P(1).
Since the y velocity is known between P(1) and the node to the left, once can solve for Pw as a function
of Pp, then substitute into the equation for internal nodes. Ps has been set to a dimensionless pressure
of 1.
From Darcy's Law:
v KPWPP Sop P ± r r
vX = -K" ,sPw= P + VryA~x ' K
It greatly simplifies the construction of the coefficient matrix for pressures and boundary condition to
replace the coefficients in the general equation with variables:
1 (______ (rp+ r.) (rw + 2 rp+re 2_
south = -y , west = - , east - north = - + 2r.Ar2 l 2rpAr 2' Ay2' pon 2r=2 Y
south - P + west -Pv + point - Pp + east - Pe + north - Pn = 0
Then substituting in for the boundary conditions:
south - (1) + west P + K + point - Pp + east - Pe + north -P = 0
Re-arranging yields:
(point + west) - Pp + east - Pe + north- P = -(1) -south - (K) west
So, the first line of the coefficient matrix becomes:
[(point+ west), east, 0, ... 0, north, 0, ... ]*[P vector] = [-south-vrdr/K*west]
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